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 The design of core/shell nanoparticles is of great interest for a wide range of 

applications. The primary focus of this dissertation is on the design and optimization of 

two synthetic routes. The first one is an aqueous reduction method using sodium 

borohydride and sodium citrate. This method was extended to design two types of 

core/shell nanoparticles, both of which have many applications in bio-sensing, magnetic 

resonance imaging, and magnetically guided SERS for the identification of 

environmental threats. The first, Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles were designed using a 

novel one-pot method by varying the AgNO3 addition time in the system. For example, if 
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AgNO3 is added five minutes after the start of the reaction, the already formed Fe 

nanoparticles serve as seeds for heterogeneous nucleation and growth of Ag 

nanoparticles. The result of the synthesis was 50 nanometer spherical particles with a 

narrow size distribution. The second type, Fe/SiO2/Au core/shell nanoparticles were 

designed using a two-step method. First, 150 nanometer spherical Fe nanoparticles were 

synthesized followed by the addition of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). This created a 

Fe/SiO2 core/shell nanoparticle to which HAuCl3 was added. In both cases, Fe/Ag and 

Fe/SiO2/Au, the formed nanoparticles were characterized and tested for the application as 

SERS active materials. 

The second part of this dissertation work was focused on using the polyol method 

to design bimetallic Cu/Ni, Fe/FeOx, and Co/C core/shell nanoparticles. In each case, the 

polyol method provided an easy one-pot reaction to synthesize these novel nanomaterials. 

The design of the Cu/Ni nanoparticles allowed for further insight into the polyol 

mechanism by independently investigating the factors that govern the formation of 

elemental Cu and Ni nanoparticles. By understanding the ability of the polyols to easily 

prepare metal and metal oxide nanoparticles, we were able to manipulate a one-pot 

reaction to design an aqueous ferrofluid consisting of Fe/FeOx nanoparticles. These 

spherical 15 nanometer particles were studied for their potential application as MRI 

contrast agents. In addition, the aqueous ferrofluid served as a precursor for the design of 

magnetic/luminescent core/shell nanoparticles. Finally, the polyol method was extended 

to create Co/C nanoparticles for permanent magnet applications.  
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1.1 Introduction 

This dissertation work aims at the fundamental understanding of the properties of 

materials at the nanoscale dimension for the design and fabrication of functional 

nanomaterials. Such an understanding is essential for the exploitation of these properties 

for a range of applications such as sensors, catalysts, and renewable energy and storage 

devices. In this chapter, an overview of some of the recent advances in nanostructured 

materials and applications will be discussed. This overview is followed by a discussion of 

recent advances in the design of monodisperse nanoparticles through the understanding 

of the nucleation and growth process. Finally, a discussion on how properties are affected 

in the nanoscale dimension will be given. 

1.2 Overview 

The fundamental understanding of chemical, optical, electronic, and magnetic 

properties of materials at the nanoscale dimension has been of significant importance 

over the past decade. By understanding these properties, researchers have been able to 

design and fabricate functional nanomaterials for a wide range of technological 

applications such as sensors and catalysts. Significant research has demonstrated that 

several properties are affected by the size of the particles at the nanoscale (table 1.1).
1-3

 

For example, it has been shown that band gaps can be altered, magnetic properties can be 

manipulated, melting points of metals can be decreased, surfaces become more reactive, 

and the mechanical hardness increases dramatically with respect to their bulk 

counterparts. All of the properties mentioned exhibit the strongest behavior when the 

dimensions are less than 100 nm and decrease as the particle gets larger.
1
 The term 
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nanomaterial covers various types of nanostructured materials that have at least one 

dimension in the range of 1-500 nm. Examples of these include metallic, semiconducting, 

and ceramic nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, nanorods, etc. A major distinction of 

the nanoscale materials from their bulk counterparts is the presence of unique or 

improved electrical, optical, magnetic, and other physical properties, which have made 

them attractive components in many new and improved devices. Among many unique 

physical and chemical properties at the nanoscale, one basic physical property for 

nanomaterials is the large surface area to volume ratio. For example, in bulk materials 

only a relatively small percentage of atoms can be at or near the surface. When the 

dimensions continue to shrink to the nanoscale, the percentage of bulk atoms decreases 

while the surface atoms increase (Figure 1.1).
2
 The exact proportion of atoms at the 

surface will depend upon the shape and surface roughness of the material as well as its 

composition. The enhanced surface structure and properties are important in many 

applications such as catalysis. It is therefore important when designing nanoparticles for 

applications that the size and particle morphology be uniform throughout the sample. 

This monodispersity has been a goal of many material syntheses over the past decade. 

For the purpose of simplicity, monodisperse will be defined as having a narrow size 

distribution with a standard deviation under 15%. Much of the current research to date is 

striving to produce nanoparticles with a monodisperse size distribution by controlling the 

nucleation and growth steps.
3
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Table 1.1. The table shows examples in the literature regarding the unique properties of 

particles at the nanoscale dimension. 

Property Description References 

            

Magnetism 

Magnetic properties of 

nanoparticles  

4-5
 

Oxide-metal core/shell particles 6-7 

Optical 

Band gap changes in 

semiconductors 

8-11
 

Plasma resonances in metals 
12-25

 

Photoluminescence in indirect 

band gap semiconductors 
26 

Melting points 

Sodium gas phase clusters 
27

 

Gold particles 
28

 

Metals and molecular crystals 
29-30

 

Semiconductor crystals 31 

Surface chemistry 

Destructive adsorption of CCl
4
  

32
 

Adsorption of acid gases 
33

 

Reaction with AlEt
3 

, pryidine  34 

Mechanical 
Increased hardness of metals 

35
 

Increased ductility of ceramics 36-37 

Metallic behavior One electron energy gaps 38  
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Figure 1.1. Calculated surface to bulk ratios for solid metal particles versus size.
39

 The % 

of surface atoms increases while the % of bulk atoms decrease when going to nanometer 

scales. 

1.3 Nucleation and Growth 

Simultaneous nucleation and growth results in a relatively large size distribution and 

non-uniform nanoparticles, thus separating these two steps is an important aspect to the 

uniform growth of nanometer size crystals. Nanoparticles have been used for many years; 

however, it was not until Ostwald and LaMer that we could understand how and why 

particles form. The study of the crystallization process, by Friedrich Wilhelm Ostwald in 

1897, led to the popular explanation called the Ostwald rule of stages. It states that the 

formation of crystals occurs in stages and in general the first product is usually not the 

most thermodynamically stable product but rather a kinetic metastable product that 
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closely resembles that of the solvent.
40

 Eventually, the product grows into a more 

thermodynamically stable form. 

 

Figure 1.2. LaMer crystallization model. 3-step crystallization model for homogeneous 

nucleation and growth: I. Pre-nucleation period; II. Nucleation; III. Growth .  

 

In 1952, Victor Kuhn LaMer proposed that crystallization was a diffusion-driven 

process.
40

 He also introduced a very useful graph that allows for a visual inspection of 

crystal growth by homogeneous nucleation (Figure 1.2).
41

 The model is divided into three 

steps. Initially, the reactive material in solution builds until a critical concentration, 

termed supersaturation. Once this point is reached, the materials begin to collide and 

form clusters. As the clusters become stable, they allow nucleation to occur, which 

creates the first stable nuclei. A critical supersaturation is reached when the concentration 

of free material no longer increases and eventually starts to decrease. This point is termed 

the critical supersaturation point. The suppression of the supersaturation occurs when 
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there is no longer any free material and the stable nuclei begin to grow. The growth 

follows diffusion kinetics and Ostwald ripening.
40

  Separation of the nucleation step from 

the growth step will enable increased control of particle size, shape, and morphology. 

However, the separation of these two steps has been complicated and is not a routine 

factor to control.  

1.4 Electronic properties  

 The understanding of the electronic properties of nanomaterials has attracted a 

great deal of interest over the past decade. While the electronic structures of atoms, 

molecules and single crystalline bulk materials have been well established, there was 

limited knowledge regarding the electronic structures of nanoscale counterparts until 

recently. It is predicted, in both theoretical and experimental papers, that metal 

semiconducting nanoparticles in the size range of 1-10 nm can display unique quantum 

effects, leading to properties that are different from those of bulk metals.
42

 As the particle 

size decreases below the Bohr radius of the semiconductor material, the electron becomes 

more confined in the particle. This leads to an increase in the band gap energy and the 

valence and conduction bands break into quantized energy levels. For example, Figure 

1.3 shows the effect of changing the particle size of CdSe nanoparticles. The band gap 

emission shown is observed to shift through the entire visible region, from red emission 

for the largest particles, to blue emission for the smallest clusters. The significance of 

nanoscale quantum confinement of the electrons provides visualization of the shift in the 

characteristics of the material depending on the size of the nanoparticles. These effects 
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have been reported to create novel applications that have been used over the past 

decade.
43-45

  

 

Figure 1.3. Fluorescence emission of CdSe(ZnS) quantum dots of various sizes(image is 

adapted from reference).
46

 

1.5 Optical properties  

 As with the electronic properties, the optical properties of nanomaterials differ 

remarkably from bulk materials. This difference can be mainly attributed to the quantum 

confinement effects, unique surface phenomena, and efficient energy and charge transfer 

over nanoscale distances within nanomaterials. These phenomena result from localized 

surface plasmons, where the finite volume given by the geometry of the nanoparticle 

binds the plasma oscillations of free electrons in the metal. Surface plasmon excitation 

occurs when a photon is absorbed and transfers energy into the collective oscillations of 

conduction electrons that are coupled in-phase with incident radiation. For Au and Ag 

nanoparticles, these resonant frequencies occur in the visible wavelengths, giving rise to 

the brilliant colors associated with their colloidal solutions. One of the most popular 

examples demonstrating the unique optical properties of nanoscale materials is the 

Lycurgus Cup from the 4
th

 century AD.
47

 The origin of the color difference in the cup is 
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attributed to the optical response of colloidal nanoparticles of gold dispersed in the glass. 

The current ability to exploit similar optical properties of nanomaterials has sparked 

interest in exploring application in sensing, biomedical imaging, and photonic devices. 

These explorations have been facilitated by the establishment of many synthetic methods 

for constructing different nanomaterials with controlled sizes and shapes.
13,21,48-55

 The 

optical properties can be tailored by controlling the nanocrystal dimensions in terms of 

size, shape, and surface properties. The shape of the nanocrystal determines surface 

plasmon frequency, amplitude, and polarity. 

1.6 Magnetic properties 

The study of magnetic properties of materials at the nanoscale is an important 

area for the advancement of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Part of the motivation can 

be attributed to the fact that the nanoscale magnetic properties differ from their bulk 

counterparts. Magnetic nanoparticles in the size range of 1-100 nm have attracted a great 

deal of interest due to their technological importance. The research has evolved to 

develop nanoparticles in applications such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for 

medical diagnosis, high-density magnetic recording, magneto-optical switches, and 

controlled drug delivery.
56-59

 In a basic sense, all materials can be divided into three 

categories according to their interaction with an external magnetic field: diamagnetism, 

paramagnetism, and cooperative magnetism. The last category, cooperative magnetism, 

involves several sub-subcategories: ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, and 

antiferromagnetism. 
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1.6.1 Introduction to Magnetism 

 In an atom, the electron possesses a spin that is equivalent to the strength of the 

magnetic field (magnetic moment) of the electron itself. Electrons are arranged in energy 

states of successive order, and for each energy state there can only be two electrons of 

opposite spins as established by Pauli‟s principle. The orbital motion of an unpaired 

electron around the nucleus and the spin of the electron about its own axis can generate 

magnetic moments. The magnetic moment of each electron pair in an energy level is 

opposed and consequently, whenever an energy level is completely full there is no net 

magnetic moment. Based on this reasoning, we expect any atom of an element with an 

odd atomic number to have a net magnetic moment from the unpaired electron. In most 

of the elements, the unpaired electron is in the valence shell and can interact with other 

valence electrons leading to the cancellation of the net magnetic moment in the material.  

However, certain elements such as cobalt and nickel have an inner energy level that is not 

completely filled, i.e., each atom in the metal has a permanent magnetic moment, equal in 

strength to the number of unpaired electrons. 

1.6.2 Diamagnetism  

Diamagnetism refers to a material that exhibits a negative magnetism. Even 

though the substance is composed of atoms that have no net magnetic moment (paired 

electrons), it reacts in a particular way to an applied field. Wilhelm Weber and Paul 

Langevin theorized that an applied field acts on a single electron orbit to reduce the 

effective current of the orbit, in turn producing a magnetic moment that opposes an 
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applied field.
4
 Common diamagnetic materials are water, wood, most organic compounds 

and in the case of this work copper.  

1.6.3 Paramagnetism 

 In other cases, atoms whose shells contain electrons with spins that are not 

compensated by another electron of an opposing spin will have a resultant magnetic 

moment; this is due to the unpaired electrons. These moments tend to align (positively) 

with the applied field; however, they are kept from total alignment by thermal energy. 

This scenario is referred to as paramagnetism. 

1.6.4 Cooperative magnetism 

 Lastly, if the atoms are in close enough contact with each other so that the 

electrons can be exchanged between neighboring atoms, a cooperative magnetization 

may occur which spontaneously aligns all atoms in a lattice and creates a synergistic and 

strong magnetic moment. When the spins between neighboring atoms are aligned 

parallel, the material is said to be ferromagnetic. In some cases, the spins between 

neighboring atoms are anti-parallel and are referred to as antiferromagnetic. In 

antiferromagnetic materials, the resultant magnetization is small because the opposite 

spins cancel each other out. Lastly, if two atoms have anti-parallel magnetization of 

unequal magnitude a resultant magnetization remains in the direction of the stronger 

magnetic moment and applied field. This is referred to as ferrimagnetism. Figure 1.4 

summarized the above-described behavior of materials when a magnetic field is applied. 
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Figure 1.4. The types of magnetism seen in materials. Blue Arrows signify the direction 

of the applied field. Blue arrows in the black circle signify the direction of the electron 

spin. 
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1.7 Design and Synthesis of Monodisperse Nanoparticles  

 As mentioned in a previous section, the complete separation of nucleation and 

growth is critical for the successful production of monodisperse nanoparticles. These 

nanoparticles, in which a large fraction of atoms are on the surface, have an increased 

surface energy due to lattice strain, surface vacancies, and coordination deficiency. These 

surface effects and large surface area have proven to result in the high reactivity required 

for increased catalytic performance.
60-68

 However, in applications where the magnetic and 

optical properties are exploited, a key challenge is minimizing the oxidation of 

nanoparticles. Oxidation occurs rapidly when the nanoparticles are exposed to an oxygen 

rich environment because of oxygen‟s ability to coordinate with metals and minimize the 

overall surface energy. In the last decade, significant progress has been made to provide 

different synthetic techniques for the design of monodisperse monometallic, bimetallic, 

and core/shell nanoparticles.  

Several research groups, such as Park et al. and Sun et al., have shown novel 

procedures for the synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles of metals and metal oxides.
69-

73
 In some cases, to produce stable nanoparticles it is necessary to terminate the particle 

growth and to stabilize the surface. To accomplish stability, researchers are able to 

control the nucleation and growth process by introducing surfactants and capping agents 

such as sodium oleate, oleic acid, trioctylphosphine (TOP), and polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP). For example, Park et al. has shown that by using a metal chloride precursor with 

sodium oleate, an intermediate metal-oleate complex is formed.
74

 When this complex is 

heated, using thermal decomposition techniques, the resulting products are monodisperse 
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nanoparticles. While the production of monometallic nanoparticles is useful for catalytic 

activity, it has been shown that bimetallic nanoparticles offer greater reactivity. Sun et al. 

highlighted the synthesis of monodisperse FePt nanoparticles by also using thermal 

decomposition and utilizing both oleic acid and oleyl amine as surfactants.
75

 In their 

process, they also found that the surfactants prevented the particles from oxidation.  

1.7.1 Polyol Process 

The polyol process refers to a polyalcohol that acts not only as a solvent, but also 

as a mild reducing agent and when coupled with a base, it serves as a perfect medium for 

the reduction of metal salt precursors. In this process, a solid inorganic precursor is 

suspended in a liquid polyol. The suspension is stirred and heated to a given temperature, 

which can reach the boiling point of the polyol for less easily reducible metals. The 

starting materials can range from hydroxides (eg: Cu(OH)2), nitrates (eg: AgNO3), oxides 

(eg: Cu2O), chlorides (eg: FeCl2), to acetates (eg: Ni(CH3COO)). The reduction to metal 

can be achieved in various polyols such as ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, diethylene 

glycol, trimethylene glycol, butylene glycol, and trimethylene glycol (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5. Various polyols used for the reduction of metal salt precursors. Varying the 

hydroxyl sites has an effect on the overall reduction potential of the polyol along with a 

boiling point change.  

 

Different polyols are chosen depending on the reduction potential of the metals; 

easily reducible metals which do not require high heat can be reduced in butylene glycol, 

while less easily reducible metals require higher temperatures and tetraethylene glycol is 

required. Fievet et. al. proposed that the reduction of metals in a liquid polyol medium 

occurs by dissolution of the metal salt precursor, reduction by the polyol of the dissolved 

species, and nucleation and growth of the metal particles from the solution. This 

dissertation work aims to exploit the previous synthetic methods for the preparation of 

Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and Fe oxide, nanoparticles for the preparation of novel core/shell 

nanoparticles for the investigation in magnetic and bio-sensing applications. 

1.7.2 Aqueous Reduction by borohydride 

 Aqueous reduction of transition metals, specifically Fe, Cu, and Ni, using sodium 

borohydride has been used as a simple method for producing amorphous nanoparticles 
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over the past decade.
76-83

 Glavee et al. in 1992 first presented the synthesis for the 

preparation of Cu metal nanoparticles and studied the kinetic effects of the aqueous 

method. More importantly however, in 1995, they reported on the facile synthesis of Fe 

nanoparticles by the aqueous method; this has been one of the simplest methods for 

producing Fe nanoparticles. Specifically, iron(II) sulfate or iron(II) chloride are dissolved 

in distilled water, where it dissociates into Fe
2+

 and SO4
2- 

or Cl
-
 ions. The Fe

2+
 ions then 

form an aqua complex with six water molecules. The Fe
2+

 is reduced to Fe
0
 by the use of 

a reducing agent, sodium borohydride, which dissociates into Na
+
 and BH4

-
 ions. The 

borohydride ion is then oxidized and forms B(OH)3 and the iron is reduced to elemental 

Fe by the reaction: 

2

2 6 4 2 3( ) 2 7 2 ( )sFe H O BH Fe H B OH      

The resulting Fe atoms undergo nucleation and growth, as described in a previous 

section, and eventually grows into clusters of various morphologies. In addition, 

depending on the acidity and oxygen content of the water, the particles will oxidize 

forming Fe2O3. Glavee et al. have also shown that in some cases, where the amount of 

water was varied in the reaction, FeB and Fe2B was formed by an alternate mechanism
80

: 

2 4 4 2 2 22 ( ) 2 4FeCl NaBH Fe BH NaCl Fe B H      

While a simple synthesis was reported, protecting the particles from eventual oxidation 

has been a challenge. The particles can be protected from significant oxidation by 

performing the reaction carefully in de-oxygenated water. However, the oxidation and 

agglomeration has been still a significant problem associated with the borohydride 
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reduction. As with the previously mentioned reactions, surfactants may help by 

stabilizing the particles from oxidation and growth. Recently, Ekeirt et al. reported on the 

synthesis of elemental Fe nanoparticles by using sodium citrate as a surfactant.
84

 Through 

several trials, they found that the optimum Citrate to Fe ratio ([Cit]/[Fe
2+

]) of 10/1 

produced 100 nm clusters of 5 nm alpha-Fe nanoparticles. They also have hypothesized 

that the 100 nm clusters were protected from oxidation by a citrate shell formed around 

the particle, even in highly oxygen-rich environments. This dissertation work aims to 

utilize the synthesis of Fe nanoparticles by the reduction of FeSO4 described by Ekeirt 

and Glavee et al. for the preparation of various bimetallic, and core/shell nanoparticles to 

study their magnetic and optical properties.  

1.7.3 Design of Core/Shell nanoparticles 

 As described above, the surface chemistry and reactivity of materials at the 

nanoscale becomes important and can govern their magnetic, electronic, and optical 

properties. It is therefore very critical to develop new techniques to control the surface 

chemistry of the resulting nanomaterials. The study of the reaction of these nanoparticles 

with a variety of functionalized alkanes including alcohols, thiols, and silanes along with 

other metals and metal oxides to produce particles with core/shell structures has been an 

important area of research. Several reports in the last decade have reported on the 

synthesis of Fe/Fe3O4, gold and silver-coated iron oxide (Fe2O3 or partially oxidized 

Fe3O4), and Fe3O4/SiO2 core/shell nanoparticles.
85-87

 Also, others have reported on the 

synthesis of magnetic core Ag/Ni and Au/Ni for the investigation of the magnetic 

tunability by manipulating the size of core and shell.
88
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 The motivation of this work involving the design and synthesis of core/shell 

nanoparticles of Cu/Ni, Co/C, Fe/Fe3O4, Fe/Fe3O4/Eu:YVO4, Fe/Ag, and Fe/SiO2/Au 

largely stems from the realization of some of the important properties. These properties 

include enhancement of chemical stability by protecting the magnetic core from 

oxidation and corrosion, biocompatibility, and recyclable SERS active and luminescent 

materials for CBRNE detection. In an effort to address these challenges, through the 

design and modification of well-established synthetic techniques, this dissertation work 

aims to investigate the mechanistic processes involved in the formation of the core/shell 

nanoparticles. 

 There are many applications of core/shell nanoparticles with a magnetic 

component. In these applications, the shell component exploits unique electronic, 

magnetic, catalytic, and chemical or biological sensing properties. When exploring the 

magnetic properties, recent studies include the formation of magnetic core/shell 

nanoparticles with controllable self-assembly for achieving enhanced stability and 

construction of ordered arrays for information storage.
75

 In the recent exploration of the 

unique catalytic properties of nanoscale Au and Ag, it  was reported that nanoparticles 

supported on iron oxide exhibit excellent catalytic properties for water-gas shift 

reactions.
89

 Also, in the area exploring applications of magnetic nanoparticles in biology 

and medicine, the use of magnetic nanoparticles for magnetic resonance imaging offer 

the ability to alter the contrast of certain cell types by several orders of magnitude.
56,90

 All 

of these applications have indicated that the ability to control the surface and interparticle 

spatial properties (monodispersity) of magnetic nanoparticles are important for the 
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advancement of many applications. The advancement of these and related technological 

applications can be facilitated by the development of new synthetic strategies for the 

control of particle size, composition, and surface chemistry of single component and 

core/shell magnetic nanoparticles. 

1.8 Summary of Objectives: 

The overall goal of this dissertation work is to develop and design novel synthesis 

strategies for the fabrication and characterization of nanomaterials for various 

applications. Such applications for the materials synthesized in this dissertation include 

chemical sensing, MRI contrast agents, catalysis, and permanent magnets. Some key 

objectives of this dissertation work are: 

1) Develop new strategies for the synthesis and assembly of magnetic core/shell 

nanoparticles of elemental Cu and Ni nanoparticles. Also, combine our 

experimental measurements and computational modeling to gain insight into the 

mechanism of the polyol method. 

2) Develop new strategies for the synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles of Fe/Fe3O4 

for the use as MRI contrast agents and the design of magnetic/luminescent 

core/shell nanoparticles for environmental applications. 

3) Develop new high performance permanent magnet nanoparticles using the polyol 

method. 

4) Develop new strategies for the synthesis and assembly of core/shell nanoparticles 

with both magnetic and optical properties for applications in SERS. 
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Chapter 2: Characterization Techniques 
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2.1 Introduction 

The characterization of nanomaterials is extremely important to all researchers. 

From developing a new synthetic technique to testing the quality control of an existing 

technique, characterization aids in the correct identification of phases, impurities, and 

surface chemistry effects. Because of its importance to the advancement of quality 

scientific research, the following chapter will review some basic principles of the 

characterization techniques used in this research. Some sections, because of the ubiquity 

of the technique, have been described in less detail. If the reader finds the need for more 

description, the referenced material from this chapter is located at the end of the 

dissertation and can provide additional information.  

 

Figure 2.1. Typical techniques used to characterize nanomaterials. 
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2.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

During the course of this research, powder XRD was used for phase 

identification, identifying the purity of samples, and determining the crystallinity of 

products. It was used for compositional analysis and as a probe into the structural 

properties of crystals, amorphous samples, and layered systems. By comparing the 

position of the peaks in the diffracted beam to the standards provided by the Joint 

Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) and the International Center for 

Diffraction Data (ICDD) the unknown phases present in each sample were identified. 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustrating the process of an ejection of a core electron and the 

resulting x-ray emissions by electrons filling the ejected electron hole. 
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Figure 2.3. Figure illustrates that each energy level emits a characteristic x-ray by the 

relaxation process. 

 

X-rays are produced by a beam of fast electrons bombarding a metal target in an 

evacuated tube. The energetic electrons excite the target atoms, which subsequently emit 

high frequency electromagnetic radiation as they decay back to their ground states. The 

emitted x-rays are characteristic for the target material and usually consist of a few strong 

lines. Cu and Mo are the most widely used target metals; however, other anodes are also 

used. Table 1 shows characteristic wavelength values for common anode materials. The 

resulting beam is then filtered by using a monochromating crystal, which allows the 

passage of the K
α1 

and K
α2 

x-rays with wavelengths of 1.5405 Å and 1.544 Å 

respectively. The intensity ratio for the K
α1 

and K
α2 

x-rays is approximately 2:1 and the 

weighted average of the radiation is 1.5418 Å.
91
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Table 2.1. Characteristic Wavelength values (in Å) for common anode materials. 

Anode Kα1 Kα2 Kβ 

Cu 1.5406 1.54439 1.3922 

Mo 0.7093 0.71359 0.63229 

Cr 2.2897 2.29361 2.08487 

Co 1.78897 1.79285 1.62079 

Fe 1.93604 1.93998 1.75661 

2.2.1 Bragg’s Law 

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation that have high energies and short 

wavelengths. When a beam of x-rays hit a material, a portion of the beam will be 

scattered in all directions from the material and constructively interfere in distinct 

directions based upon the symmetry of the repeating crystal structure associated with the 

material (Figure 2.3). The angles where the peaks in the x-ray diffraction spectrum occur 

obey Bragg's law: 

( )2 sinhkln d   

Where λ is the wavelength of the x-ray beam, d(hkl) is the spacing between the (hkl) 

crystallographic plane contributing to the diffraction peak, θ is the angle of diffraction, 

and n is an integer. The Bragg condition indicates the angular positions at which only 

constructive interference can be found. If Bragg conditions are not satisfied, then the 

interference will be nonconstructive and will yield a very low intensity diffracted beam. 

In a typical x-ray diffraction study, a range of θ is scanned to find the Bragg reflection 

angles and determine the lattice spacing (Figure 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4. Diffraction of x-rays by planes of atoms. 

 

After the phase of the material was determined, the XRD patterns were then used 

to investigate the structural nature of the material, for example, the size and crystallinity 

of the particles. A material‟s structural nature can be either crystalline or amorphous. 

Crystalline materials have sharp constructive diffraction lines in their XRD patterns and 

have minimal microstrain associated with the peaks, while amorphous materials have 

more diffuse diffraction lines due to a lack of atom-to-atom long range ordering. There 

are also many factors that may contribute to the broadening of diffraction lines, which 

makes the analysis of XRD patterns difficult. For example, instrumental broadening, 

microstrain (lattice strain), powder inhomogeneity, and temperature are a few 

contributions that can convolute a diffraction pattern. Broadening in the diffraction 

pattern can also occur with a reduction in particle or crystallite size. Peak width due to 

crystallite size varies inversely with crystallite size. So as the crystallite size gets smaller, 

the peaks get broader. Paul Scherrer, who is most famous for his equation for crystallite 

broadening, first realized this in 1918.  
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In his equation, B refers to the peak width, typically referred to as the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak. B is inversely proportional to the crystallite 

size L, K is the Scherrer constant, typically 0.94 for spherical particles with cubic 

symmetry, λ is the wavelength of irradiation, and θ is half the diffraction angle. 

Crystallite broadening is most pronounced at large angles of 2θ; however, lattice strain 

and instrumental broadening is largest at a larger 2θ. In addition, to make this more 

difficult, peak intensity is usually the weakest at these larger angles. Typically, to get the 

best calculation of crystallite size, peaks between 30 and 50 2θ are analyzed.  

2.2.2 X-ray diffractometer 

The diffractometer used to obtain x-ray diffraction patterns for this work was a 

Panalytical X‟pert pro. A copper anode was used as the source of x-rays with a current of 

45 mA at an accelerating voltage of 40 kV. As described previously, the copper source 

emits x-rays with Kα1 and Kα2 wavelengths of 1.5405 Å and 1.544 Å respectively.  A 

continuous scan mode is employed, in which the x-ray source and the x-ray detector 

continuously repeat the 2θ range, utilizing a Bragg-Brentano scattering geometry. The 

dried powder samples were gently ground using a mortar and pestle and then pressed 

onto a low background, low volume holder using a Fisherbrand pre-cleaned microscope 

slide. The sample holder was then placed in the instrument for XRD analysis. Upon 

completion of the run, the data were analyzed in the Highscore plus program, which has a 
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built-in diffraction library to compare the sample‟s diffraction pattern to the diffraction 

patterns in the JCPDS-ICDD database. 

2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used in this work to determine the 

size, shape, and arrangement of the particles produced from the reactions. The TEM 

analysis done for this work was performed at various institutions. For routine TEM 

analysis, the work was performed at the VCU Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology 

Microscopy Facility, which was supported in part, with funding from NIH-NINDS center 

core grant (5P30NSD47463-02). To obtain TEM images, a JEOL CM120 Transmission 

Electron Microscope (TEM) fitted with a Gatan digital camera was utilized. Samples 

were mounted on a 300 mesh lacey carbon TEM grid. The particles were first 

ultrasonicated in solution for about 10 minutes. After sonication, a small pipette was used 

to transfer a drop (7µL) of each nanoparticle solution onto a grid. After drying, the grid 

was mounted in the instrument. 

When analyzing the TEM image, both light and dark areas will be visible. The 

lighter areas are where the material is less dense and more electrons have passed through. 

The darker areas are where the material has greater electron density and fewer electrons 

have been transmitted. The materials the electrons are passing through in this work are 

both organic and inorganic in nature and have low and high electron densities, 

respectively. From the TEM images, one can determine the size, shape, and arrangement 

of the inorganic nanoparticles in the sample. 
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2.4 X-ray Photoelectron Microscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used in this work to analyze 

chemical state information for the resulting nanoparticles. All XPS analysis done for this 

work was performed at the VCU Nanomaterials Characterization Center (NCC).  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Thermo Scientific 

ESCALAB 250 microprobe with a focused monochromatic Al Kα x-ray (1486.6 eV) 

source and a 180° hemispherical analyzer with a 6-element multichannel detector (Figure 

2.5). The incident x-ray beam is 45° off normal to the sample while the x-ray 

photoelectron detector is normal to the sample. Charge compensation is employed during 

data collection by using an internal flood gun (2 eV electrons) and a low energy Ar
+
 

external flood gun. Depth profiling experiments were conducted with a high energy Ar
+
 

EX05 ion gun. Binding energies of the photoelectron are corrected to either the aliphatic 

hydrocarbon C 1s peak at 284.6 eV or the Ag3d5/2 peak at 368.3 eV, depending on the 

sample composition. A large area XL magnetic lens with a 500 μm spot size in constant 

analyzer energy (CAE) mode is typically utilized with a pass energy of 20 eV. Thirty 

scans per region are taken with a step size of 0.100 eV. Powdered samples are pressed 

onto a strip of indium foil and mounted onto a sample holder using double-sided adhesive 

carbon tape. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of the ESCAlab 250 spectrometer used at Virginia Commonwealth 

University. 
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Figure 2.6. A schematic diagram of a typical XPS spectrometer using a  

monochromatized single anode X-ray source. The key components of the spectrometer 

are identified. 

2.4.1 Notation 

In XPS analysis, it is important to identify the photoelectrons that are emitted 

from a sample. In order to do this, it is necessary to have some idea about how to describe 

which electrons are involved with each transition; XPS users commonly use the 

spectroscopists‟ notation. 

In this notation, the photoelectrons observed are described by means of their 

quantum numbers. Transitions are typically labeled according to the scheme nlj. The first 

part of this notation is the principle quantum number, n. The second part, l, is the orbital 

angular momentum of the electron. The third part, j, is the added vector product of the 

two angular momenta using the expression, | |j l s  .   
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Table 2.2. The correlation between quantum numbers and the notations used for 

spectroscopists‟ and x-ray. 

 

2.4.2 Charge Compensation 

The need to analyze both insulating and conducting materials is common in XPS. 

A problem arises however, when the photoemission from an insulating material causes 

electrostatic charging to occur.
92

 This charging phenomenon results in peak shifting, 

typically in the direction of higher binding energy and sometimes results in a complete 

loss of data. To prevent this from occurring, charge compensation is necessary and two 

flood gun sources are used; An internal flood gun utilizing low-energy electrons 

(typically 2 eV electrons) and an external flood gun utilizing Ar
+
 ions. In a basic sense, 

the electrons are used to alleviate the buildup of positive charge on the surface, while the 

low energy Ar
+ 

ions help to center the electrons and avoid peak broadening due to 

overcompensation. The use of low energy electrons is also important, as to not damage 

the surface being analyzed, but must be of a high enough flux to compensate for the 
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charging.
93

 Throughout this work, charge compensation was used due to the need for 

analyzing oxide layers and surfactant coatings. 

2.4.3 Depth Profiling 

While XPS is a surface analysis method, it is possible to use it to provide compositional 

information as a function of depth. This can be done several ways, of which the most 

popular are angle-resolved (non-destructive) and noble ion gas sputtering (destructive) 

depth profiling. Angle resolved profiling manipulates the Beer-Lambert equation either to 

increase or decrease the integral depth of analysis in a non-destructive manner.
93

 To do 

this in a basic sense, XPS analysis is done at various angles and the photoelectron 

penetration depth changes as a function of the angle. This technique is useful for 

analyzing sensitive surfaces such as polymer interfaces. Nobel gas ion sputtering in 

contrast is a destructive technique, which removes surface material mechanically and 

examines “freshly” exposed surfaces. This can give a depth profile as a function of the 

sputtering rates used. Noble ion gas sputtering was used throughout this research and will 

be discussed briefly.  

 Although the non-destructive angle resolved method described above is useful for 

examining the top 1-10 nm of the surface, the analysis of depths greater than that requires 

the removal of sufficient layers of material. In the most basic sense, ions are used to 

sputter surface atoms, which in turn expose the underlying atomic layers. An ion gun is 

used, typically Ar
+
 ions, to destroy the surface being analyzed. The energy of the Ar

+
 ions 

is dependent on the surface of the material; polymers or “softer materials” do not require 

high-energy ions to destroy the surface, while elemental transition metals require more 
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energy. The ion energy used throughout this research varied depending on the samples 

analyzed and will be discussed in their respective chapters. 

2.4.4 Peak Fitting 

Careful peak fitting is important in any XPS analysis and when done correctly 

allows detailed information to be extracted from the XPS spectra. It is an integral part of 

all XPS characterization and therefore requires a brief explanation. Blind peak fitting of 

XPS spectra will yield unreliable data, thus it is important to peak fit with knowledge of 

the chemical composition. Figure 2.7 depicts how the knowledge of the chemical 

composition aids in the identification of the C 1s spectra for a basic polymer, 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET). 

 

Figure 2.7. Common polyethylene terephthalate (PET) polymer C 1s spectra with peak 

fitting. 
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Choosing the correct background functions are important in peak fitting and will 

alter the nature of the peak asymmetry in the line shape of a spectrum. For example, the 

Mn2p3/2 data in Figure 2.8 illustrates the variations possible for the same spectrum after 

background subtraction where different background strategies were employed. The 

Mn2p3/2 singlet peak reveals that changing the background strategy not only alters the 

area underneath the peak but also the peak asymmetry slightly. It has been found that the 

SMART method (which is a modification of the Shirley method) works the best for most 

situations and was used throughout this research. Detailed explanations of each of these 

background methods can be found in basic XPS handbooks and will not be discussed 

further here. 

 

Figure 2.8.  Mn 2p3/2 spectrum of the same sample displayed using background 

subtracted data, where four different background types are used to model the background. 
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2.5 Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM) 

Room temperature vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) was used in this work 

to determine the magnetic properties of materials.  A Lakeshore model 7300 vibrating 

sample magnetometer was used for all room temperature analysis. The measuring field 

was oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of the sample depending on the 

sample shape (for example pellets were oriented parallel, while powders were oriented 

perpendicular).  

To describe VSM in the most basic sense, a sample is placed in a uniform 

constant magnetic field. If the sample is magnetic, this constant magnetic field will 

magnetize the sample by aligning the magnetic domains or magnetic spins with the field. 

If the sample vibrates in a sinusoidal motion, an electrical signal can be induced between 

two coils (pick-up coils). This signal has the same frequency of vibration and the 

amplitude is proportional to the magnetic moment of the material.  

2.6 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was used during the course of this work to 

determine the local atomic structure and environment of atoms present in the 

nanomaterials. XAS measurements were carried out at two facilities; The National 

Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) on beamlines X-11B and X-23B and the Advance 

Photon Source (APS) on the 10-BM beamline. All samples were prepared by spreading 

thin layers of finely ground powders on multiple layers of Kapton tape. Different energy 

modes and analysis techniques were used depending on the desired analysis and will be 

discussed individually in each of the chapters where necessary.  
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Figure 2.9. Typical Spectrum obtained from XAS. 

 

XAFS is a powerful structural probe that provides information on the short-range 

coordination environment of the atom under study.
94

 Figure 2.9 shows a typical elemental 

copper spectrum from XAS. In this figure, four regions are labeled and will be discussed 

briefly. First, the pre-edge region is the region prior to the characteristic x-ray absorption 

for the absorbing atom, in this case copper.  The second part, the edge, refers to the 

absorption edge of the absorbing atom. More specifically, the absorption edge is when 

the photon energy approaches the necessary energy to lift a core electron from an element 

present in the sample above the Fermi level. The third part is XANES, or X-ray 

Absorption Near Edge Structure. This region is typically caused by intra-atomic 

transitions and is above the edge energy. XANES data can be useful when determining 
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oxidation states of materials. For example, by utilizing a linear combination fit of a 

sample that contains elemental Fe and Fe
2+

2(Fe
3+

)O4 one can get the percentage of each, 

as shown in figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.10. Linear combination fit of the XANES data of mixed Fe/FeOx nanoparticles. 

 

So far, each of the previous regions were due to intra-atomic transitions. The 

fourth region is EXAFS, or Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure. EXAFS is well 

away from the absorption edge and results in the analysis of the ejected electron from the 

absorbing atom and its subsequent scattering from neighboring atoms. Because of this, 

EXAFS is a strong characterization technique for determining the composition of a 

material by analyzing the absorbing atoms effect on its nearest neighbors.  
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2.6.1 Experimental 

It is possible to collect EXAFS on a lab x-ray source; however, it would take 

several days and only major features would be determined. Information such as the bond 

lengths of the nearest neighbors would not be feasible. As a result, much higher intensity 

x-rays are needed to get quality data. Synchrotron radiation is an excellent source of these 

high intensity x-rays. Figure 2.11 shows a typical synchrotron setup for collecting XAS. 

 

Figure 2.11. Schematic of a typical XAS setup at a synchrotron light source. 

In the figure, the synchrotron produces a high intensity white x-ray beam which 

passes through a monochromator. The monochromator works similar to that of XRD, 

where the x-ray beam experiences an energy-dependent angular dispersion from a crystal. 

A second crystal is then used to position the x-rays of a desired energy and are diffracted 

toward the sample. When the Bragg conditions are met, it states that each angle will 

contain only photons of the desired frequency and of higher harmonics. If the 

monochromator was not used, and all of the harmonics were allowed to pass, the XAS 

measurements would be contaminated by photons of undesirable energy. 

2.7 Thermal Analysis 

Thermo-gravimetric (TG) analysis is widely used in chemical laboratories. For all 

TG analysis in this work a Texas Instrument Q5000 TGA was used. Thermo-gravimetry 

is the method in which the weight of the sample is continuously recorded during heating 
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or cooling. The thermo-gravimetric curve obtained expresses the dependence of a weight 

change as a function of temperature. This information is important in nanomaterials 

research for several reasons. First, thermo-gravimetry can be used to determine the 

amount of organic impurities that are adsorbed onto a nanoparticle surface formed during 

the synthesis procedure. This percentage of organics associated with the total mass of the 

nanoparticle is important information for magnetization mass correction as it is 

dependent on the mass of the magnetic material and not the total mass of the system.   

Again, thinking about a nanomaterials laboratory, sample size is typically an issue 

as many synthesis techniques yield low product volumes. TG analysis offers a 

conservative way to anneal samples in which sample size is an issue, as it can offer 

different gasses to be present during the annealing process. This also allows researchers 

to monitor the effects of annealing under different atmospheres. Several nanomaterials 

and analytical books exist which detail TG analysis in greater detail, but I personally 

suggest readers to look at the 1972 book by Blazek.
95

 

2.8 Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-vis) 

Uv-vis was used in this work to analyze the surface of nanomaterials. A Hewlett 

Packard 8453 photodiode spectrometer was used throughout this work. Nanomaterials 

often present color changes when dispersed in a solvent, which is correlated to the size or 

the thickness of a shell in a core-shell nanoparticle. For example, silver nanoparticles 

with different morphologies and sizes have various color transitions related to the surface 

curvature and translate to a shift in the plasmon resonance (Figure 2.12). Most of these 
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transitions occur in the visible portion of the spectrum and can give information about 

nanoparticle size and morphology. 

 

Figure 2.12. Effect of size and shape on Plasmon resonance spectrum for silver 

nanowires and nanodiscs(image adapted and altered from reference).
96
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Section 1: Aqueous Reduction 
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Chapter 3: Non-classical Crystallization of Fe Nanoparticles 
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3.1 Introduction 

Single-crystal monodisperse ferromagnetic nanoparticles are an interesting area of 

research for their use in electronic and biomedical devices. Several papers have 

highlighted classical methods, such as the self-assembly of nanostructures, for producing 

crystalline monodisperse ferromagnetic materials.
28,42,71,75,97-101

 Amorphous metal 

nanostructures offer an alternative approach to creating crystalline monodisperse 

nanoparticles by not relying on the nucleation and growth process, but by inducing 

crystallization into pre-synthesized particles by thermal annealing.
102

 This chapter aims to 

show a novel and practical route for inducing crystallization into amorphous metals by 

radio frequency (RF) techniques. RF methods allow for tunable and more controlled 

heating to orient atoms from an amorphous state to a destabilized crystalline state within 

a nanostructure.
103-104

 The Fe Clusters were synthesized by aqueous reduction using 

sodium borohydride and sodium citrate.
105

 

3.2 Experimental Section 

The synthesis of Fe nanoparticles was carried out under ambient conditions. A 

borohydride to metal ratio and a citrate to metal ratio were kept at 2:1 and 10:1, 

respectively. In a typical experiment, 4.60 mM iron(II) sulfate heptahydrate 

(FeSO4*7H2O) and 0.460 mM trisodium citrate dihydrate were mixed vigorously for 10 

minutes using a magnetic stir-bar in 2 L of DI-H
2
O to ensure total dissolution. Sodium 

borohydride (NaBH4) (8.80 mM) was then added to the mixture and allowed to react for 

10 minutes. The resulting black precipitate was washed several times with ethanol and 
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magnetically extracted using a rare earth (1T) permanent magnet. The particles were then 

placed in a vacuum oven to dry overnight prior to RF exposure. 

3.2.1 RF Exposure 

Radio Frequency exposure was conducted using an Ameritherm HOTSHOT 2kW RF 

generator. Approximately 0.1 grams of the as-prepared powder was placed in a glass test 

tube. Then 5 mL of the solvent was added to the test tube and mixed to disperse the 

particles. Initial and final temperatures of the solution were recorded. After exposure, the 

particles were collected by magnetic separation, and washed with ethanol three times. 

The sample was then dried in a vacuum oven prior to characterization.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 3.1. TEM image of the as-prepared amorphous nanoparticles. The particle size is 

about 200 nm. The bottom inset shows the histogram of the particles size distribution. 
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The dried powders were characterized by several techniques to determine the phase, 

morphology, and temperature dependent magnetic properties. A typical high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of the as-prepared amorphous 

nanoparticles is shown in figure 3.1. From the size distribution histogram (inset), an 

average particle size of 204 ± 1.9 nm was estimated with a relatively small particle size 

distribution. About 75 particles were considered to obtain the size distribution histogram. 

In addition, the image shows a lighter shell around the particles, which is hypothesized to 

be a thin Fe
2+

 shell as determined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 

 High-resolution photoelectron spectra were recorded using an ESCALAB 250 

spectrometer. An Ar
+
 ion flood gun was used for charge compensation and an ion etch 

gun (3 kV, 3 mA) was used for depth profiling. Figure 3.2 shows the graph of the depth 

profile for the Fe2p region scan. The analysis of the depth profile suggests that at first 

there is a higher concentration of Fe
2+

 (Be ~710 eV) relative to Fe
0 

(Be~ 707 eV). After 

several etch levels, you can see that the Fe
2+

 intensity decreases as the Fe
0
 peak intensity 

increases. This analysis confirms that the surface is rich in Fe
2+

 ions that passivate the 

surface of the nanoparticles and prevents the metallic iron core from complete oxidation. 

The C1s spectra reveal three peaks that correspond to a surface of adsorbed citrate 

(Figure 3.3). The peaks are consistent with C-C, C-O, and C=O bonds. The depth profile 

analysis also indicates that at the surface of the nanoparticles, the carbon peak intensities 

are much higher than after several etch levels. From the C 1s and the Fe 2p depth profile 

analysis it is hypothesized that the surface of the nanoparticles are composed of an 

amorphous Fe-citrate shell. 
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Figure 3.2. (A) Depth profile of the Fe2p XPS region spectra. (B) Atomic percentage 

versus etch level which shows a decrease in Fe
2+

 and an increase in elemental Fe as the 

etch level increases. This suggests that a layer of Fe
2+

 is present at the surface and not in 

the bulk. 

 

Figure 3.3. Representative C1s region scan of the as-prepared nanoparticles. The region 

scan shows 3 peaks which correspond to C-O (blue), C=O (green), and C-C (red). The 

analysis is representative of a citrate ion. 
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Figure 3.4 represents a series of powder x-ray diffraction patterns obtained on the 

dried powders at different RF exposure times. It should be noted that several solvents 

were used to determine their effects as a RF solvents for the annealing of Fe 

nanoparticles. This study, however, only discusses the results using ethanol as a solvent. 

In figure 3.4, an increase in crystallinity is seen from the as-prepared sample to an RF 

exposure time of 45 seconds. The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the mean 

crystallite size using the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the most intense 

diffraction peak. Figure 3.5 represents how the calculated mean crystallite size changes as 

a function of the RF exposure time. For example, the crystallite size increases from 5 to 

30 nm for particles with 0 to 45 seconds of RF exposure. It is important to note that this 

method for determining the mean crystallite size is difficult, especially when dealing with 

amorphous nanoparticles. The FWHM broadening increases in amorphous material due 

to a lack of significant long range ordering. Due to a lack of appropriate high-resolution 

imaging and synchrotron radiation techniques, this was the only way to determine the 

amount of crystallinity in the sample. The TEM and dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

analysis, as we had hypothesized, did not show any change in the nanoparticle 

morphology. This suggests that the RF exposure of the Fe nanoparticles in ethanol did 

not create aggregation, but did increase the crystallinity in the individual nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3.4. X-ray diffraction patterns of the resulting particles. As the RF exposure 

increase from 0s to 45s an increase in the crystallinity is seen. 

 

Figure 3.5. Graph of crystallite size (nm) versus RF exposure time (s) for Fe 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3.6. Transmission electron microsopy images of the nanoparticles at various RF 

annealing times.  

 

Figure 3.7. Magnetization saturation values as a function of RF exposure times. The inset 

shows how the temperature of the Fe/ethanol solution is affected by the RF exposure 

time. The solid line is meant as merely a guide for the eye. 
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To further characterize the nanoparticles and the effect of RF annealing, room 

temperature vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) was conducted. Figure 3.7 represents 

saturation magnetization versus RF exposure time. There is a slight decrease in saturation 

magnetization as the RF exposure time is increased. The change in temperature of the 

solvent versus RF exposure time was also investigated (Figure 3.7, inset). A linear 

correlation is seen which can be explained by the particles heating in the RF field causing 

the solution to increase in temperature. The error bars represent the uncertainty in the 

temperature measurements. Figure 3.8 represents the raw hysteresis loop curves. The 

hysteresis loop shapes are similar and differ merely in their magnetization saturation, 

while, the coercivities remain relatively constant throughout the heat treatments.  

 

Figure 3.8. Room temperature hysteresis loops with various RF exposure times. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed an aqueous synthesis of Fe(II) sulfate using sodium 

borohydride and sodium citrate. These exact synthesis parameters produced spherical 

amorphous Fe nanoparticles that served as the starting material for the study of non-

classical crystallization. These results show promise in the area of RF techniques for the 

production of well-defined single crystal nanoparticles for electronic and biomedical 

devices. Ethanol, as a solvent, helped to dissipate heat to and from the particles for 

crystallization, which prevented agglomeration and oxidation. In this non-classical 

method, the RF technique provided enough energy to the Fe atoms to cause them to 

reorient to a more ordered crystalline state. 
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Chapter 4: Design of FexCo100-x Nanoparticles
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4.1 Introduction 

The design, synthesis, characterization, and implementation of novel 

ferromagnetic nanoparticles and their alloys have been of significant interest over the past 

decade. FeCo based alloys have specifically gained interest due to elevated magnetization 

along with a high Curie temperature (~900°C), good permeability, and good mechanical 

strength.
106-107

 These ferromagnetic alloys have been prepared several ways, including 

thermal decomposition, sonochemical reduction, arc-discharge, laser-pyrolysis, polyol 

process, and aqueous reduction by borohydride derivatives.
97,105,108-110

 These synthesis 

techniques have produced several shapes including spheres, cubes, dice, and wires. 

Aqueous reduction by borohydride has been used for producing monometallic 

nanoparticles of CoB and FeB.
77-78,80-81,83,111

 Recently, Ekeirt et al. have shown that by 

using a capping agent, such as sodium citrate, they can eliminate the formation of 

FeB/Fe2B nanoparticles to form elemental α-Fe.
84

  

This chapter discusses a new method for producing Fe
x
Co

100-x
 nanoparticles by 

using a capping agent such as sodium citrate. Various metal ratios were synthesized and 

heat-treated to study the resulting crystallization effects. Several characterization 

techniques were used to elucidate the structural and magnetic changes as a function of 

heat treatments. 

4.2 Experimental 

The synthesis of Fe
x
Co

100-x
 nanoparticles was carried out under ambient 

conditions. Several ratios of cobalt and iron were analyzed. Similar to the previous 

chapter, a borohydride to metal ratio and a citrate to metal ratio were kept at 2:1 and 10:1, 
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respectively throughout each trial. In a typical experiment X mM FeSO4*7H2O, Y mM 

cobalt(II) sulfate tetrahydrate (CoSO4*4H2O) (such that, X+Y= 4.60 mM), and 0.460 

mM trisodium citrate dihydrate were mixed vigorously using a magnetic stir-bar in 2 L of 

DI-H
2
O to ensure total dissolution. NaBH4 (8.80 mM) was added to the mixture and 

allowed to react for 10 minutes. The particles were magnetically separated and washed 

several times with ethanol. After washing, the particles were placed in a vacuum oven to 

dry overnight prior to analysis. Annealing was performed on the dried nanoparticles 

using a Q200 TA Instruments differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) under forming gas. 

 

Figure 4.1. Graphical representation of the color changes seen during the synthesis of 

FeCo nanoparticles synthesized by aqueous reduction. 

 

The dried alloyed nanoparticles were characterized by x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, and vibrating sample 

magnetometry for the determination of phases, morphology, and temperature dependent 

magnetic properties. Elemental compositions for all alloys were confirmed by using a 

Varian Vista-MPX CCD inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometer 

(ICP-OES). Annealing temperatures of 450°C and 600°C were chosen from differential 
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scanning calorimetry (DSC) to represent the before and after crystallization events of the 

samples. Prior to annealing, the powders were pressed into 3 mm sized pellets and placed 

in a DSC aluminum pan; the powders were pressed to ensure uniform heating. The 

samples were then annealed at a ramp rate of 5°C/min and held at the final temperature 

for 10 minutes. Room temperature magnetometry was performed on a Lakeshore 

Cryotonics Inc. Model 7300 VSM. Field cooled and zero field cooled temperature 

dependence of magnetization measurements were performed by using a Quantum design 

MPMS XL-5 SQUID magnetometer. The temperature range was between 10 to 400 K 

with an applied dc magnetic field of 100 Oe. 

 

Figure 4.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry patterns of 4 different ratios of 

nanoparticles. 
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4.3. Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 4.3. SQUID data of the as-prepared 50 at. % Co content nanoparticles. 

 

SQUID measurements were conducted to investigate the nature of the magnetic 

ordering of the alloyed nanoparticles. Figure 4.3 shows a FC/ZFC plot of moment (emu) 

versus temperature (K) of the as-prepared Fe50Co50 sample. The graph shows that the 

alloyed nanoparticles have ferromagnetic ordering with a curie temperature of 940K. 

Table 4.1 lists the magnetization saturation and coercivity results with different 

heat treatments for all samples. As shown in the table, the Magnetization saturation (Ms) 

decreases with increasing Co content for the as-prepared alloys; this is also depicted in 

Figure 4.4. Several papers in the literature show that the alloyed content with the largest 

Ms value (~230 emu/g) is the Fe60Co40.
97,106,108-109

 The difference in the results presented 

here is thought to be due to the particle size and morphology of the nanoparticles. Due to 
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a lack of long range order or crystallinity in the as-prepared samples an overall decrease 

in the saturation magnetization is expected compared to crystalline FeCo samples 

presented in the other papers.
105

 From table 4.1, no linear trend in coercivity can be seen. 

FeCo alloys tend to be ferromagnetic and have a low coercivity. However, it seems that 

our Fe50Co50 and Fe60Co40 samples had the largest coercivity while the pure metals had 

the lowest. It is hypothesized that some of the coercivity seen from the nanoparticles 

could be a result of oxides forming on the surface due to un-reacted Co and Fe ions 

reacting with the citrate ions.  

Hysteresis curves were measured for heat-treated samples as well. For example, 

Figure 4.5 shows how the temperature affected the hysteresis loops for Fe50Co50 particles. 

An increase in both magnetization saturation and coercivity is seen for the 450°C sample 

as compared to the as-prepared samples. The 600°C sample however shows an increase 

in magnetization saturation relative to the as-prepared, but it is lower than the 450°C 

sample. One notable difference in the hysteresis loops is that the remanent magnetization 

is the highest for the 450°C sample. What the data is suggesting is that the formation of 

an intermediate phase is occurring during the annealing of the sample below 450°C. Once 

the temperature reaches 600°C the intermediate phase is eliminated, and the magnetic 

character reverses back to the as-prepared sample. To investigate the intermediate phase, 

XRD measurements were conducted and will be discussed below. 
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Table 4.1. Magnetization saturation (Ms) and coercivity (Hc) values of the various 

annealed alloy nanoparticles and the composition differences. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Plot of Magnetization and Coercivity versus Fe/Co ratio. 
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Figure 4.5. Magnetization hysteresis loops of Fe50Co50 content nanoparticles at various 

annealing temperatures. 

 

Figure 4.6. Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of Fe30Co70 content nanoparticles at various 

annealing temperatures. 
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X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was taken on a PANalytical X‟pert pro 

diffractometer at a scanning step of 0.500
o
, in a 2θ range from 20

o
 to 110

o 
with 

monochromated Cu-Kα radiation (λ=0.51418 nm). The diffraction patterns were analyzed 

to determine the phases present in each of the nanoparticles. All dried powders were 

analyzed as-synthesized and after each annealing cycle. Figure 4.6 shows the diffraction 

patterns for the Fe30Co70 nanoparticles at various annealing temperatures. The Bragg 

diffraction peaks are labeled and referenced from the JCPDS reference powder 

diffraction files of Fe30Co70 (50-0795) and Co (25-0806). The other alloys match 

similarly to the JCPDS reference powder diffraction files, with their respective alloy 

compositions. The as-prepared XRD patterns show that the nanoparticles are highly 

amorphous and show the presence of two very broad peaks centered around 50° and 80° 

2θ. After the 450°C anneal, some of the features in the XRD become resolved. For 

example in the Fe30Co70 sample, all the peaks can be indexed to the same-alloyed 

composition using Highscore Plus. Three peaks at 44.45°, 68.58°, and 82.44° correspond 

to the (110), (200), and (211) miller indices, respectively. Once the sample is heated to 

600°C there seems to be a slight phase separation resulting in extra peaks in the XRD 

pattern that are associated with fcc cobalt. These results were seen in most of the alloyed 

compositions; however, in some cases, the result was hcp cobalt. It is therefore 

hypothesized that the initial synthesis of the nanoparticles was not that of FeCo alloys, 

but that of nanoparticles of Fe and Co rich regions. Once the particles are annealed the 

formation of the alloys occurred. 
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Figure 4.7. Transmission electron micrographs of various as-prepared nanoparticles. 

 

To further investigate the nature of the particle size and morphology, the powders 

were characterized using a JEOL JEM-1230 transmission electron microscope at 150 kV 

with a Gatan Ultra Scan 4000 SP 4Kx4K CCD camera. Samples for transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) were prepared by dispersing a drop (7µL) of liquid suspension onto a 

carbon film supported by copper mesh (400 grid mesh) followed by evaporation of the 

liquid medium. Figure 4.7 (a-c) depicts transmission electron microscopy images. The 

TEMs show a morphological transition from spherical to cubic as the cobalt is increased. 

The Fe50Co50 nanoparticles show core/shell character with a large size distribution. The 

nanoparticles show slight aggregation, which can be due to the TEM sample preparation 
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techniques, or it could also be due to citrate ions adsorbed onto the surface of the 

particles causing aggregation.  

 

Figure 4.8. Representative XPS survey scan of FeCo nanoparticles. 
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Figure 4.9.  Representative Co and Fe region scans. 

High-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy was conducted using an ESCALAB 

250 spectrometer. The 180° hemispherical analyzer and monochromated Al-Kα X-ray 

excitation (Al anode, 12 Kv, 20 mA, hv= 1486.6 eV) were applied. The instrument was 

operated with a magnetic lens in the large area XL-mode with a pass energy of 20 eV. 

Binding energies are given relative to the binding energy of the C1s peak (Eb= 384.6 

eV). An Ar
+
 ion flood gun was used for charge compensation. XPS survey scans were 

used to determine elemental surface chemistry. The scans revealed Na, Co, Fe, O, and C 

on the surface for all samples. Figure 4.8 is a representative survey scan of the as-

prepared nanoparticles and no deviations in the spectra were seen with the various ratios. 

Figure 4.9 shows the Co2p and Fe2p region scans of the Fe50Co50 nanoparticles. In the 

Fe2p region scan (Figure 4.9 A and B) four peaks are seen. The first doublet, labeled “V” 
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has a binding energy of 706.4 eV for the core Fe2p3/2 level and a spin-orbit splitting of 

12.8 eV. These values are consistent with the reported literature values for zero-valent 

iron (ZVI).
112

 The second doublet, labeled “S” has a binding energy of 711.6 eV with a 

similar spin-orbit splitting of 12.7 eV. These peaks are consistent with oxidized iron 

containing a mixed (Fe(III)/Fe(II)) phase. 
112

 

For the Co2p region scan (Figure 4.9 C and D) there are six peaks. The doublet 

labeled “V” has a binding energy of 777.39eV for the Co2p3/2 level and a spin-orbit 

splitting of 15.3 eV. These values are in agreement with reference data for metallic Co.
113

 

The second doublet, labeled “S”, was observed at ~781 eV (Co2p3/2) with a spin-orbit 

coupling of ~16.1 eV. These values are typical for cobalt in the oxidation state Co
2+

.
114

 

The third and final doublet, labeled “Sat” can be identified as a shakeup satellite feature. 

From the analysis of the XPS data the surface of the nanoparticles are rich in 

oxidized Co and Fe. Our hypothesis is that the citrate molecules bind to the Co and Fe 

surface atoms equally. If there was preferential binding towards one of the atoms the 

relative amount of oxidized Co and Fe and zero-valent atoms would be differ. 

4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter detailed a new synthesis for the formation of Fe
x
Co

100-x
 nanoparticles 

by using an aqueous reduction. The nanoparticles were synthesized by an aqueous 

reduction of Fe
2+

 and Co
2+

 with sodium boroydride and sodium citrate. The as-prepared 

nanoparticles produced unexpected trends in the magnetic behavior. The saturation 

magnetization decreased with increasing Co content from a maximum of 152 to 

minimum of 48 emu/g. Although the as-prepared samples exhibit poor magnetic 
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properties due to the lack of crystallinity, the magnetic properties can be improved by 

annealing at 450°C under forming gas. These nanoparticle show promise for researchers 

by introducing the ability to manipulate the magnetic properties by synthetic and thermal 

annealing mechanisms. 
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Chapter 5: Design of Fe and Ag core/shell Nanoparticles
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5.1 Introduction 

Bimetallic nanoparticles have shown diverse electronic, magnetic, and optical 

properties with respect to their monometallic counterparts. The fabrication of bimetallic 

nanoparticles has thus attracted both fundamental and practical interest because of their 

potential applications in areas such as biosensing, separation, catalysis, cancer therapy, 

and drug delivery.
57,63,115-116

 Specifically, dual-mode bimetallic nanoparticles with a 

core/shell morphology offer greater flexibility with both magnetic and optical 

properties.
117

 Cho et al. have recently shown that spherical 15 nanometer iron oxide 

nanoparticles with a silver shell offer magnetic SERS for the identification of 

bronchioalveolar stem cells in normal and lung cancer mice.
20,118

   

Several synthetic methods have been reported to prepare bimetallic nanoparticles, 

including chemical reduction, microemulsion techniques, sonochemical reactions, 

gamma-ray irradiation, and laser ablation.
15,85,115,119-124

 While these techniques have 

shown viability in synthesizing core/shell nanoparticles; the precise control of specific 

optical properties is essential for many application purposes. For example, Kim et al. has 

recently shown SERS based detection using Ag-deposited on Fe2O3 particles.
15

 

We report for the first time on a one-pot aqueous synthesis of Fe/Ag and Ag/Fe core/shell 

nanoparticles using sodium borohydride and sodium citrate. Among the various 

core/shell nanoparticles, Fe/Au nanoparticles have been the subject of intense 

research.
53,125-132

 However, recently there has been increasing interest in the design of 

Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles.
14,20,52,133-134

 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

paper reporting the formation of Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles in a one-pot method. 
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Conventionally, pre-synthesized Ag nanoparticles are deposited onto pre-synthesized iron 

oxide nanoparticles by using functional groups such as amines and thiols. While this 

particular report focuses on the synthesis of Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles, this technique 

extends to other systems as well. 

5.2 Experimental Section  

Iron(II) sulfate heptahydrate (FeSO4*7H2O), silver nitrate (AgNO3), and sodium 

borohydride (NaBH4) were purchased from ACROS Organics. Trisodium citrate 

dihydrate was purchased from Mallinckrodt chemicals. Ethanol was purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received and without further purification. 

Stock 0.5M AgNO3 aqueous solutions were made and kept under dark conditions 

in an amber bottle to maintain uniformity between experiments. AgNO3 stock solutions 

were discarded after 1 week to ensure minimal photodegredation. 

5.2.1 Preparation of Fe nanoparticles. 

Fe nanoparticles were synthesized as previously reported.
135-136

 Briefly, to 

produce consistent spherical Fe nanoparticles, a borohydride to Fe ratio and an Fe to 

citrate ratio were kept at 2:1 and 10:1, respectively. First, a 2.0 L solution containing 4.6 

mM FeSO4*7H2O and 0.46 mM trisodium citrate dihydrate was mixed using magnetic 

stirring. NaBH4 (8.8 mM) was added to the mixture and allowed to react for 10 minutes. 

The solution was quenched with ethanol several times and magnetically separated using a 

rare earth magnet. After washing was complete, the remaining ethanol was decanted and 

the particles were placed in a vacuum oven at room temperature to dry. 
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5.2.2 Preparation of Fe/Ag and Ag/Fe core/shell nanoparticles.  

By varying the time of addition of AgNO3 we were able to manipulate which 

metal resided in the core and the shell.  

The synthesis of Ag coated Fe nanoparticles was carried out under ambient 

conditions. Several ratios of Ag to Fe were analyzed and times between the addition of 

NaBH4 and AgNO3 varied. The Ag precursor addition time is an important parameter for 

creating the desired core/shell structures and will be discussed in detail below. In the 

reaction, sodium citrate and iron sulfate are added to 2.0 L of DI-H2O followed by the 

addition of NaBH4. The solution turns from clear to a grey/black color after the addition 

of NaBH4. 

5.3 Characterization 

 The dried powders were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and vibrating sample 

magnetometry (VSM) for the determination of phase, morphology, and magnetic 

properties. XRD measurements were performed using a Panalytical X‟pert pro 

diffractometer at a scanning step of 0.05, in a 2θ range from 20 to 120, with a graphite 

monochromated Cu-K radiation source. Samples were ground and pressed onto a no 

background, low volume holder. Room temperature magnetometry was performed on a 

Lakeshore Cryotonics Inc. Model 7300 VSM. The powders were characterized using a 

JEOL JEM2100 Transmission Electron Microscope and imaged in bright field at an 

accelerating voltage of 200 keV. Samples were mounted on a 300 mesh lacey carbon 

TEM grid. The particles were first ultrasonicated in solution for about 9 minutes. During 
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this time, lacey carbon grids were immersed in chloroform for 30 seconds to dissolve 

their formvar-backing layer. After sonication, a small pipette was used to transfer a drop 

of each nanoparticle solution onto a grid. The grids were then placed on a hot plate at 50 

C and allowed to dry for an hour. After drying, each sample was mounted in the 

instrument. UV-vis absorption analysis was carried out using a Hewlett-Packard 8453 

photodiode spectrophotometer. Solutions were prepared in an aqueous environment using 

a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was 

performed on a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB 250 microprobe with a focused 

monochromatic Al Kα X-ray (1486.6 eV) source and a 180° hemispherical analyzer with 

a 6-element multichannel detector. Charge compensation was employed during data 

collection by using an internal flood gun (2 kV electrons) and a low energy Ar
+
 external 

flood gun. Binding energies of the photoelectron are corrected to the aliphatic 

hydrocarbon C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. A Large area XL magnetic lens with a 500 μm spot 

size in constant analyzer energy (CAE) mode was utilized with a pass energy of 20 eV. 

30 scans per region were taken with a step size of 0.100 eV. The powdered samples were 

pressed onto a strip of indium foil and mounted on a sample holder using double-sided 

carbon tape. Fe K edge (7112 eV) XAFS measurements (encompassing both XANES and 

EXAFS) were performed at beamline 10-BM of Advanced Photon Source (APS). 

Samples were measured in transmission mode. The energy of the incident X-rays was 

scanned using a Si(111) reflection plane of a cryogenically-cooled double-crystal 

monochromator. Detailed XAFS analysis can be found in the supporting information. 
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5.4 Results 

 

Figure 5.1. High resolution TEM image of (a) as-synthesized Fe nanoparticles,(b) Fe/Ag 

nanoparticles showing a clear distinction between the core (Ag) and shell (FeB/Fe2B) (c) 

Ag/Fe nanoparticles, and (d) Fe nanoparticles with islanding of Ag. 

 

Figure 5.1(A-D) depicts high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 

images. TEM observations show that if the reaction is left to react for 15 minutes the 

resulting particles are approximately 5 nm Fe nanoparticles encased in roughly a 200 nm 

bundle (Figure 5.1a), as reported by others.
84

 However, an injection of silver nitrate one 

minute past the addition of NaBH4 results in the formation of a Ag core Fe shell (Figure 

5.1b). The result is monodisperse Ag/Fe core/shell nanoparticle with a total diameter of 

12 nanometers consisting of a 4 nm silver core and an 8 nm shell of amorphous iron. A d-
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spacing of 2.350 Å was measured from the HR-TEM image, which is consistent with the 

d-spacing for the (111) reflection of face-centered cubic (fcc) Ag. Injection of silver 

nitrate five minutes past the addition of NaBH4 creates Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles 

(Figure 5.1c). Lastly, if the addition of silver nitrate is prolonged to 15 minutes, the 

formation of 200 nm Fe clusters with island shells of Ag is seen (Figure 5.1d). 

 

Figure 5.2. XANES spectra of the sample plotted with spectra collected from Fe metal 

foil and Fe3C standards. 

 

XAFS is a powerful structural probe that provides information on the short-range 

coordination environment of the atom under study.
94

 Figure 5.2 shows the XANES data 

of the as-synthesized Ag/Fe core/shell nanoparticles plotted with spectra collected from 

Fe3C and from Fe metal foil. The pre-edge and edge features of the iron nanoparticles are 
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clearly different from bcc Fe and match well with the Fe3C standard. Post-edge features 

are susceptible to longer-range structure and appear different from both the Fe3C standard 

and Fe foil. Given the 8 nm thickness of the Fe shell of the core/shell nanoparticles as 

shown by TEM, the post-edge features could not be unambiguously assigned from 

XANES. EXAFS analysis rules out a body-centered cubic (bcc) Fe coordination 

environment. However, inclusion of carbon or boron atoms in addition to Fe atoms in the 

first shell resulted in statistically significant improvement in the fitting results of the 

sample. Hence, the two most reasonable models (i.e., carbide and boride) will be 

discussed further. 

Comparisons of the FT EXAFS data (Figure 5.3a) of the Fe nanoparticles to that 

of bcc Fe metal show that the first FT peak is of much smaller amplitude and shifted to 

shorter distances, similar to what is observed by Qadri et al. with Fe-boride 

nanoparticles.
137

 Since FeSO4 was reduced with borohydride as the starting material, 

formation of Fe-boride is consistent with the chemical composition of the system. Fe-

boride standard spectrum was not available for comparison. The Ag/Fe spectrum also 

showed similarity to the Fe-carbide standard. However, Fe-carbide can be excluded based 

on the chemical composition of the material. Below we discuss a fitting model based on 

the observed spectral similarity between the unknown sample and Fe-boride. 
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Figure 5.3. a) Comparison of Fourier Transform EXAFS spectra of Fe foil and Ag/Fe; b) 

Fourier Transform magnitude of the data and the fit plotted with the contributions of Fe 

and B signals.  

 

A single Fe shell does not reproduce well with the main FT peak in a fitting 

procedure. The inclusion of B atoms in addition to Fe atoms in the first shell resulted in 

statistically significant improvement in the fitting results of the sample. Fitting 

parameters for Fe-boride are given in Table 1. Magnitudes of the Fourier transform data 

and fit with the contribution of Fe and B signals are shown in Figure 5.3b. Fitting with Fe 

and B signals result in an average coordination numbers of ~ 3.5 Fe atoms and ~ 2.8 B 

atoms around Fe at an average distance of 2.63 and 2.18 Å, respectively. These distances 

match well with both the previously reported crystallography as well as EXAFS analysis 

of Fe-boride compounds.
137-138

 However, the coordination numbers reported in our study 

are smaller than the typical Fe and B coordination numbers in FeB/Fe2B nanoparticles. 

This can possibly arise from a thin coating of FeB/Fe2B over a Ag core, consistent with 

the TEM results. The lack of second and higher shell structure in the Fourier transform of 

the sample (Figure 5.3a) is also consistent with a thin disordered Fe-boride coating over a 
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Ag core. Since the Fe-Fe distance reported in this study (2.63 Å) falls in the distance 

range seen for both FeB  (2.62 – 2.95 Å) and Fe2B (2.40 – 2.72 Å), the EXAFS analysis 

cannot unequivocally distinguish between the formation of FeB from Fe2B coating over 

the Ag core.
138

   

Table 5.1. Fitting with  Fe and B paths.  

 
*Fixed to Best Fit Value  

 

Figure 5.4. (a) High-resolution XPS survey scan of a representative Fe/Ag core/shell 

nanoparticle (b) Atomic percentage of Fe2p and Ag3d as a function of AgNO3 addition 

time determined by survey scans and standard sensitivity factors. 

 

Figure 5.4a presents the high-resolution XPS survey scan of freshly prepared 

Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles. The photoelectron peaks reveal that the nanoparticle 

surface consists of mainly Ag, O, C and Fe, as well as trace amounts of B. C1s and O1s 
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region scans suggest that the nanoparticle surface contains some adsorbed citrate, which 

is consistent with literature.
84

 Two peaks at ~192 eV and ~188 eV in the B1s region 

spectra could be due to an oxidized boron (borate) adsorbed on the surface or B from 

FeB/Fe2B, respectively. Both of which are common with borohydride reduction.
139

 

Shakeup and satellite peaks can be seen at 712 eV and 716 eV.
140-141

 Literature suggests 

that the smaller peak at 706.82 eV which typically corresponds to elemental Fe could also 

be  associated with FeB/Fe2B.
142-147

 Table 1 lists the binding energies of the Fe and B 

core levels observed at various AgNO3 introduction times and is compared to the 

literature core level values. Binding energy shifts for the corresponding elemental Fe and 

boride core levels are very small (within 0.3 eV) and the B1s level binding energies are 

very similar, making the identification of elemental Fe and FeB/Fe2B very difficult, 

especially since the literature values for elemental Fe shift from 706.9 to 707.4 eV. 

Photoelectron peaks at ~710 and ~721 eV correspond to the binding energies of Fe 2p3/2 

and 2p1/2 for Fe
2+

, respectively. Figure 5.5 shows that the amount of Fe
2+ 

decreases 

depending on the introduction time of AgNO3. The particles that were formed after 1 

minute AgNO3 introduction formed Ag/Fe core/shell nanoparticles, which would allow 

the surface of Fe to become easily oxidized and result in a larger intensity of Fe
2+

. 

However, the particles that were formed after five-minute AgNO3 introduction formed 

Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles, where the Ag prevented the surface of Fe from being 

oxidized.  
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Figure 5.5. Fe2p region scans at with different AgNO3 addition times which produced 

various core/shell nanoparticles with various Fe environments. 

Table 5.2.XPS binding energies of FeB, Fe2B, and elemental Fe core levels. 

 

 

In addition, an increase in the intensity of the ~707 eV peak is seen at various 

AgNO3 introduction times. This increase is due to the different core/shell formations. 

Figure 4b is a representative atomic percentage of the core level Ag3d and the Fe2p 

associated with either elemental Fe or FeB/Fe2B as a function of different introduction 
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times of AgNO3. The atomic percentage was derived from integrated peak areas using 

standard sensitivity factors. What this suggests is that the surface compostion of Fe2p is 

changing due to the formation of Ag nanoparticles on the surface, which indicates the 

formation of Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 5.6. UV-vis absorption spectra of the Fe/Ag (solid blue line), Ag/Fe (solid green 

line), pure Ag (dotted black line), and pure Fe (solid red line) nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 5.6 shows UV-vis absorption data of synthesized Fe/Ag, Ag/Fe, Fe, and 

Ag nanoparticles showing various Plasmon absorption properties. The absorption band of 

pure Ag nanoparticles is at 410 nm, and is consistent with the literature values.
21,51,148-149

 

A plasmon shift in the absorption band to 380 nm is seen along with a broadening of the 

band for Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles and is due to the small surface layer of Ag.
150

 

Comparing the pure Fe nanoparticles with the Ag/Fe nanoparticles shows similar 

absorption properties consistent with a Ag core. The absorption properties of Fe are 

similar to literature data and consist of two small bands at 200 nm and 360 nm.
151

 The 
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band at 200 nm corresponds to the citrate ion while the band at 360 nm corresponds to 

the small Fe nanoparticles.
152

 

5.5 Discussion 

The above results suggest that the formation of various core/shell nanoparticles is 

directly determined by the various introduction times of AgNO3 after the NaBH4 

addition. Figure 5.7 depicts how the introduction of AgNO3 at different times after the 

addition of NaBH4 creates different scenarios.  

 

Figure 5.7. The proposed reaction scheme for the reduction of sodium citrate, 

FeCl2*7H2O and NaBH4. Addition of AgNO3 at various times after the addition of NaBH4 

produced various core/shell morphologies.  

 

This can be explained kinetically by the fact that the reduction of Fe is a two-

electron process, thereby requiring a slightly longer reaction time to complete as 

compared to the one electron reduction that is occurring with the Ag.
153-154

 In this sense, 

for the one-minute introduction time after the addition of NaBH4, the Ag is formed by 

classical homogeneous nucleation and growth resulting in 4-5 nm spherical nanoparticles. 

These Ag nanoparticles serve as nucleation sites for the Fe nanoparticles to grow, which 

simulates a heterogeneous nucleation and growth process.
51,149,152,155-157

 For the five-
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minute reaction, the Fe nanoparticles have already formed and therefore act as nucleation 

sites for the Ag nanoparticles to form and grow, creating an Fe/Ag core/shell 

nanoparticles. Lastly, the 10 minute introduction of AgNO3 produces ~150 nm Fe 

clusters, as previously reported.
84,158

 These Fe clusters again act as nucleation sites for the 

Ag to form. This scenario creates islands of Ag nanoparticles on the larger Fe clusters. 

While we were unable to definitively determine if the Fe nanoparticles formed were that 

of elemental Fe, FeB, or Fe2B, the room temperature VSM data (Figure 5.8) shows that 

the particles do in fact have a high magnetization saturation (Ms) with respect to the 

previous reported FeOx/Ag nanoparticles. The higher Ms value of these nanoparticles 

allows them to be incorporated into real-world distribution/recollection applications such 

as the detection of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive (CBRNE) 

threats.
159

  

 

Figure 5.8. Room temperature VSM data showing how the magnetization is affected by 

the addition time of AgNO3 compared to as-synthesized iron nanoparticles. 
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Figure 5.9 presents a representative set of X-ray diffraction data for as-

synthesized nanoparticles of bcc Fe, fcc Ag, and Ag/Fe. The XRD patterns of Ag/Fe and 

Fe show that the nanoparticles are slightly amorphous, lacking long-range order, due to 

the broadeness of the diffraction peaks while the Ag is crystalline. The obtained raw data 

is depicted with miller indices from JCPDS reference powder diffraction files α-Fe (01-

089-7194) and Ag (03-065-2871). It is clear from the data that the iron present has no 

oxide impurities. However, the diffraction lines of amorphous FeB/Fe2B are similarly 

positioned to that of bcc Fe and cannot be completely ruled out.
138

 

 

Figure 5.9. Representative XRD patterns of synthesized Fe, Ag, and Ag/Fe core/shell 

nanoparticles with their associated miller indices from JCPDS reference.  

5.6 Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering 

To further examine the presence of a Ag shell, surface enhanced Raman scattering 

(SERS) data were collected. This work has led us to design a novel collection and 
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detection method, which can be used as an alternative for conventional SERS and will be 

described briefly below. 

SERS is an extremely sensitive technique exploited in laboratory investigations to 

provide single molecule detection.  In sensor applications, this sensitivity is not well 

understood in part due to the low scattering efficiency. This low efficiency diminishes 

signal-to-noise, reducing sensitivity. We hypothesize that to improve this efficiency, it is 

necessary to concentrate the analyte with magnetic nanoparticles. While this is 

impossible with conventional noble metal nanoparticles, it becomes possible with 

core/shell nanoparticles. To test this hypothesis, we show through experimentation that 

by utilizing core/shell nanoparticles, where the surface is a noble metal and the core is 

magnetic, the nanoparticles can be concentrated along magnetic field gradients. It is 

believed that by pre-concentrating the particles utilizing a magnetic field, it will 

ultimately enhance the SERS observed from the particles. This enhancement could arise 

from a combination of two particular scenarios. The first scenario is indicative of the 

analyte of interest localized by the magnetic field providing an increase in the observed 

Raman signal. The second scenario is related to the aggregation of silver particles and 

leads to “hot spots” showing an increased SERS response (Figure 5.10). Several authors 

including Kniepp et al.,
16-17,160

 Brus et al.,
19

 and Nie and Emory 
161-162

 have shown that 

the aggregation of individual particles can lead to intense SERS enhancement through the 

formation of „„hot spots‟‟ (an intense plasmon resonance that exists between two particles 

in close proximity). Individually, Xa et al. 
25

 and Van Duyne et al.
163-165

 have reported 

that the enhancement factors via a „„hot spot‟‟ is sufficient for single molecule detection 
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of 10
13

 to 10
14

 orders of magnitude enhancement. However, it has not been shown that by 

introducing a magnetic field to concentrate particles the same effect could arise. We 

report for the first time on a technique that aims to exploit this. 

 

Figure 5.10. Utilizing magnetic core shell particles to pre-concentrate the target analyte 

for improved sensitivity.  

 

In order to determine the effect of the novel magnetic pre-concentration method 

we are proposing on the SERS response, first we collected Raman spectra of pyridine, a 

compound commonly used in SERS studies (Figure 5.11). The data was collected using a 

Raman Systems R-3000 spectrometer equipped with a 785 nm laser. The pyridine 

solution also contained 5 ml of ethanol, which served as our internal intensity standard. In 

a typical experiment, magnetic SERS particles were then added to the standard pyridine 

solution and left to set for up to 20 minutes. Due to the high concentration of particles 

added, we were unable to collect SERS spectra of the dispersed particles. This missing 

data point complicates the analysis since we are unable to compare the effect of the pre-

concentration phenomena directly to the conventional SERS observed for dispersed 
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particles. To demonstrate that we can pre-concentrate absorbed analytes with a magnetic 

field; it was experimentally determined that the best enhancement was achieved when a 

high concentration of particles were used. The SERS mechanism for dispersed particles 

appears to be remarkably different when the particles are aggregated by the magnetic 

field. Our goal is not merely to collect SERS of dispersed particles that happen to possess 

a magnetic core, but to induce a magnetic field to concentrate the particles and see that 

the SERS response is still viable.  

 

Figure 5.11. The SERS is dominated by two intense bands at about 1,008 and 1,036 cm
-1

, 

corresponding to the ring breathing and to the triangular-deformation modes, 

respectively. The enhancement is seen only with the Fe core Ag shell nanoparticles. 

 

In the presence of an external magnetic field, all of the particles were collected to 

one side of a cuvette and the SERS spectra was collected and is indicated in Figure 5.10. 
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It is significant to note that the Raman spectra did, in fact, increase after the magnetic 

field was applied. This is indicative of two scenarios. First, pyridine is chemisorbed onto 

the modified magnetic particles and after the magnetic field is applied, the increased 

signal is proportional to the higher concentration of localized pyridine. Secondly, the 

increased SERS signal stems from “hot spots” generated by the aggregation of the 

modified magnetic particles. However, since we are using a 785 nm laser which is 

somewhat removed from the plasmon resonance of the silver surface, typically around 

480 nm, it is reasonable to assume that the first scenario likely holds true. Future 

experiments will incorporate the use of Nd:YAG, 532 nm, which operates closer to the 

plasmon resonance of silver in order to determine if “hot spots” are indeed forming. 

While further work is needed to systematically identify the exact scenarios affecting the 

pre-concentration enhancement, we have proven that SERS is possible by the novel 

technique we proposed. The next chapter discusses how the enhancement can be 

increased by several factors by designing a SiO2 layer between the magnetic and the 

noble metal nanoparticles. 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed a novel one-pot aqueous synthesis of Fe/Ag and Ag/Fe 

core/shell nanoparticles synthesized using sodium borohydride. Based on TEM, XAS, 

and XPS characterization, we demonstrated that varying the addition times of silver 

nitrate we could form various core/shell morphologies consisting of Fe and Ag. This 

work demonstrates a novel route to chemically manipulating the formation of core/shell 

nanoparticles and can be tailored to various other core/shell nanoparticle systems with 
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relative ease. We have also demonstrated a novel technique using Raman spectroscopy 

and that the Fe/Ag core/shell nanoparticles are SERS-active and show practical 

applications for SERS based detection. 
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Chapter 6: Design of Fe/SiO2/Au Nanoparticles
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6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we investigate a novel two-step synthesis of Fe/SiO2/Au core/shell 

nanoparticles by aqueous reduction using sodium borohydride. This chapter builds on the 

previously reported data from chapter 5 and shows that by using SiO2 as a barrier 

between Fe and Au an increase in the SERS can be observed.  

6.2 Synthesis of Fe/SiO2 NPs 

A total of 1.50 g of Fe NPs were added to 20 mL of DI-H2O and 200 mL ethanol 

under magnetic stirring in an Erlenmeyer flask. Then 1 mL of TEOS was slowly added 

for 30 minutes using an addition funnel and then allowed to react for 6 hours.  

6.3 Synthesis of Fe/SiO2/Au NPs 

To the Fe/SiO2 NP solution 1 mL of 0.490 M HAuCl4 was added. Then 0.204 g of 

sodium borohydride was added to the solution and the reaction was allowed to react for 

10 minutes. The solution was quenched with ethanol several times and magnetically 

separated. After washing, the particles were placed in a vacuum oven at room 

temperature to dry prior to analysis.  

6.4 Heat Treatment 

The dried Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles were heated in an oven under N2 atmosphere 

to 400 °C for 30 minutes with a 10 °C/min ramp rate. 
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6.5 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 6.1. TEM images of (A) Fe/SiO2 nanoparticles and (B) Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 6.1 shows typical TEM images of the as-prepared 80 nm Core/shell 

Fe/SiO2 NPs with an iron core of 75 nm and a SiO2 shell of 5 nm and the Fe/SiO2/Au 

NPs with Au islands of 4-5 nm. 
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Figure 6.2. XRD patterns of (A) as-synthesized Fe/SiO2 nanoparticles and (B) as-

synthesized Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles. 

 

The XRD patterns of the as-prepared core/shell nanoparticles are presented in 

figure 6.2. All of the diffraction peaks of Au can be indexed to fcc crystal structure while 

the Fe can be indexed to bcc structure. In the figure, the data is presented with the miller 

indices from the JCPDS reference powder diffraction files α-Fe (01-089-7194) and Au 

(01-04-0784). From the diffraction data, it can be seen that there are no Fe oxide 

impurities.  
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Figure 6.3. Room temperature Hysteresis loops for (A) as-synthesized Fe nanoparticles 

and (B) as-synthesized Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 6.4. TGA analysis of Fe, FeSiO2, and Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles. 
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Room temperature hysteresis loops are shown in figure 6.3. The as-synthesized 

saturation magnetizations of Fe and Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles were found to be 148 

emu/g and 58 emu/g, respectively.  From the TGA data (Figure 6.4) it can be seen that 

roughly 10 percent of unreacted citrate is adsorbed onto the Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles and 

using a mass correction the corrected magnetization was calculated to be roughly 69 

emu/g. Using the TGA the Fe/SiO2/Au samples were heat treated to 400 °C using N2 gas. 

As mentioned above, about 10 percent weight loss was seen when the samples were 

heated. It is hypothesized that this reduction is due to the loss of organics that were 

adsorbed onto the surface of the particles along adsorbed H2O. 

 

Figure 6.5. XPS spectra before (A) and after (B) annealing of Fe/SiO2/Au nanoparticles.  
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To confirm this, XPS analysis was conducted on the pre- and post- annealed 

samples. Figure 6.5 depicts the results of the XPS analysis. From the C 1s spectrum a 

decrease in the intensity of the C-C peak is seen after the samples are annealed under N2 

gas. This decrease is coupled with an increase in the intensity of the Au 3d peak, which 

supports the hypothesis that organics were on the surface obstructing the Au surface. In 

addition, an increase in the Fe 2p peak is seen. A high-resolution depth profile analysis 

shows that as the sample is etched, the intensity of the Fe 2p increases. More importantly, 

an increase in the metallic Fe (BE=709 eV) peak correlates with the XRD analysis.  
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Figure 6.6. (A) Utilizing magnetic core/shell particles to pre-concentrate the target 

analyte for improved sensitivity. (B) SERS of the pyridine reference and Fe/SiO2/Au 

core/shell nanoparticles before and after heat treatment. The SERS is dominated by two 

intense bands at about 1,008 and 1,036 cm
-1

, corresponding to the ring breathing and to 

the triangular-deformation modes, respectively.  
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The aggregation of nanoparticles occurs naturally in solution due in part to the 

reduced surface energy after aggregation. Aggregation can also be enhanced by utilizing 

magnetic fields and magnetic nanoparticles.  While it is difficult to collect SERS on 

magnetic nanoparticles consisting solely of Fe, Co or Ni, it becomes possible with core-

shell nanoparticles.  To test this hypothesis, we show through experimentation that by 

utilizing the Fe/SiO2/Au core/shell nanoparticles the nanoparticles can be concentrated 

along magnetic field gradients. This offers the distinct advantage of piloted movement of 

the target analyte. The observed SERS enhancement could arise from a combination of 

two particular scenarios (Figure 6.6 A). The first scenario is indicative of the analyte of 

interest localized by the magnetic field providing an increase in the observed Raman 

signal. The other scenario is related to the aggregation of gold particles. The aggregation 

of gold particles leads to “hot spots” which show increased SERS response. 

In order to determine the affect of magnetic pre-concentration on the SERS 

response, we collected Raman spectra of pyridine, a compound commonly used in SERS 

studies, using a Raman Systems R-3000 spectrometer equipped with a 785 nm laser. The 

pyridine solution also contained 5 ml of ethanol which served as our internal intensity 

standard. In a typical experiment, magnetic SERS particles were then added to the 

standard pyridine solution and left to set for up to 20 minutes. In the presence of an 

external magnetic field of all the particles were collected to one side of a cuvette and the 

SERS spectra was collected and is indicated in Figure 6.6. It is significant to note that the 

Raman spectra of the heat treated particles did in fact increase after the magnetic field 

was applied. Previously we alluded to two possible scenarios for enhancement. First, 
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pyridine is chemisorbed onto the modified magnetic particles and after the magnetic field 

is applied the increased signal is proportional to the higher concentration of localized 

pyridine. Secondly, the increased SERS signal stems from “hot spots” generated by the 

aggregation of the modified magnetic particles. Since we are using a 785 nm laser which 

is somewhat removed from the plasmon resonance of the gold surface, typically around 

520 nm, it is reasonable to assume the first scenario likely holds true. Future experiments 

will incorporate the use of Nd:YAG, 532 nm, which operates closer to the plasmon 

resonance of gold in order to determine if “hot spots” are indeed forming. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses a novel two-step synthesis of Fe/SiO2/Au core/shell 

nanoparticles by aqueous reduction using sodium boroydride. Based on TEM, XRD, 

XPS, and TGA characterization, this chapter demonstrated that the as-prepared particles 

are not SERS active and require heat treatment to remove citrate from the surface. The 

methods presented in this chapter offer greater SERS-active response than the previously 

reported Fe/Ag nanoparticles and shows more promise for SERS based detection. 
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Section 2: Polyol Method
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Chapter 7: Design of Cu and Ni nanoparticles
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7.1 Introduction 

There has been extensive research into the synthesis of preparing metal particles 

by the polyol process over the past decade, and it continues to generate numerous 

publications.
62,166-211

 Figure 7.1 shows that the number of publications involving the 

polyol process for the reduction of metal salts continues to increase each year. The graph 

was generated by searching Scifinder scholarly and Web of Science databases. Search 

phrases such as, “polyol process”, “polyol method”, and “metal reduction by polyol” 

were used to generate these numbers. The polyol process has been used to prepare 

elemental Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, Cd, Fe, and also bimetallic alloys of CoNi, AgPd, 

AuPt, and FePt.
178,212-216

 Several papers also highlight the formation of metal oxides such 

as Fe3O4, CoFe2O4, CuFe2O4, and ZnFe2O4.
166,217-218

 More recently, the polyol process 

has been used to prepare aqueous ferrofluids as MRI contrast agents, bimetallic core/shell 

nanoparticles for catalysis, TiO2 nanocomposites for monolithic dye-sensitized solar 

cells, Cobalt Carbide nanoparticles for permanent magnet research, and Ag and Ag/Au 

nanoparticles for Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering.
14-15,18,219-224

 

Although the physical properties such as size, shape, and crystal structure of the 

particles have been controlled by manipulating the synthetic conditions that influence the 

nucleation and growth steps, there are limited attempts to fully understand the reaction 

mechanism. Consequently, nanoparticles are synthesized only through trial and error by 

running large numbers of experiments and randomly varying the parameters. Larcher et 

al. were the first to use theoretical calculations to prepare a thermodynamic approach to a 

mechanism for the polyol process.
225

 However, in their calculations they assumed that the 
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reduction of the precursor into metal comes with a total oxidation of ethylene glycol into 

CO2 and H2O. In this situation, the polyol has the maximum reducing power. 

Experimental research on Cu and Ni shows that these conditions are not always needed 

for the reduction. 

In this chapter, we report on a combination of theoretical and experimental data 

from the formation of elemental Cu and Ni nanoparticles produced using various polyols 

to more accurately determine a mechanism for the polyol process. From this approach, 

we believe that the mechanism can be extended to other metal systems as well. Following 

this, a detailed explanation of the work conducted in this dissertation will be presented as 

separate chapters for the formation of core/shell nanoparticles, ferrofluids, and Cobalt 

Carbide nanoparticles.  
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Figure 7.1. Graph depicting the number of publications involving the polyol process as a 

medium for the reduction of metals, oxides, and mixed metal oxide nanoparticles. The 

polyol process became highly published after 2001. The results are from a combined 

search for “polyol process”, “polyol method”, and “metal reduction by Polyol” in the 

Web of Science and Scifinder databases. 

7.2 History of the Polyol Process 

The reaction was first proposed by Fievet and Blin et. al. in a 1984 French patent, 

followed by a dissertation, and then later a publication (1989) in solid state ionics.
171-

172,183,226
 The papers describe a new process for the preparation of finely divided micron 

and submicron powders of easily reducible metals. They state that the uniqueness of this 

process is because the reduction reaction proceeds through the solution rather than in the 

solid state. What this offers is the control of the reduction mechanism through the 
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separation of the nucleation and growth steps, as previously described in chapter 1. 

Following this, they propose that the reaction proceeds through discrete steps. 1) 

dissolution of the precursor, 2) reduction of dissolved metallic species by the polyol, and 

3) homogeneous nucleation and growth of the metal particles in solution. This general 

scheme led to the first mechanism of the polyol (figure 7.2).  

 

Figure 7.2. Proposed mechanism by Fievet. et.al. Ethylene glycol dehydrates to 

acetaldehyde followed by the formation of diacetyl. X represents anions such as: Cl or 

SO
4
. 

171
 

 

Fievet et. al. briefly explain that the oxidation of ethylene glycol forms diacetyl as 

a main oxidation product. They explain this process as a duplicative oxidation of 

acetaldehyde produced by the dehydration of ethylene glycol.
171

 However, due to a lack 

of investigation, it was still unclear what byproducts were actually formed during the 

addition of metal precursors. Because of this, most of the work up to 2000 was restricted 

to the synthesis of some first row transition metals and precious metals such as: Co, Cu, 

Ag, Ni, and Cd.
227-229

 In the reduction of some metals, the formation of different solid 

phase intermediates in the polyol make the reaction mechanism more complex. Less 

reducible Fe, Cd, Ir, Bi, Pb, Rh, and Ru were only reported a few times. It was not until 

2000 that the first thermodynamic investigation was published to explain the preparation 

of metallic powders.
225

 Patrice et al. explained that the degradation of ethylene glycol and 

the reduction of metal species must take place in two discrete steps (figure 7.3).  
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Figure 7.3. Mechanism showing duplicative oxidation of ethylene glycol proposed by 

Patrice et al. . 

 

The first step involves the dehydration of ethylene glycol, forming acetaldehyde. 

The second step is the duplicative oxidation of the acetaldehyde, forming the diacetyl 

seen by Fievet et al. They hypothesized that the transformation of the diacetyl takes place 

concomitantly with the formation of metallic powder. They continued to explore the 

thermodynamic approach by assuming that the reduction of metallic powders occurred 

only during total oxidation of ethylene glycol into CO2 and H2O and this led them to a 

proposed mechanism (figure 7.4).  

HO-CH2-CH2-OH(l)+ 5/xMOx(s) 5/xM0
(s) + 2CO2(g) + H2O(g)HO-CH2-CH2-OH(l)+ 5/xMOx(s) 5/xM0
(s) + 2CO2(g) + H2O(g)  

Figure 7.4. Proposed mechanism for the formation of Metal nanoparticles from metal 

oxide precursors. The reaction assumes that a complete oxidation of ethylene glycol 

produces gaseous carbon dioxide and water.  

 

 Following the work of Larcher and Patrice in 2000, there have been many 

ambiguities and inconsistencies in recent literature that leaves open a need for a more 

comprehensive study of the reduction power of the polyol process; specifically in the 

choice of metal precursors. From the research that we have conducted and the knowledge 

of previous work, we were also able to extend the polyol process to core/shell systems. 

Understanding how Cu and Ni form core/shells over alloys should help the investigation 

of the polyols role in the reduction of metal salts. 
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7.3 Experimental 

7.3.1 Sample Preparation 

All hydrated metal salts (acetates, hydroxides, and chlorides), polyols (ethylene 

glycol (EG), propylene glycol (PG), diethylene glycol (DEG), tetraethylene glycol 

(TEG), and butylenes glycol (BG)), NaOH, and methanol were used without any further 

purification.  

The general procedure involves the addition of 0.1 M metal salt in 50 mL of 

polyol, followed by the addition of 0.3 M NaOH. Two reaction conditions, reflux or 

distillation, were used and the reaction was allowed to proceed for up to 2 hours. The 

final products were centrifuged and washed several times with methanol. The particles 

were then dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature prior to analysis. 

7.3.2 Characterization 

Thermal analysis (TGA) was performed on a TA instruments Q5000 under N2 gas 

flow from 30-600 °C. Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a 

Panalytical X‟pert pro diffractometer (Kα= 1.541 Å). Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) was done on a JEOL JEM-1230 TEM at 150 KV fitted with a Gatan Ultra Scan 

4000 CCD camera. Room temperature magnetic data was collected using a vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM) by Lakeshore Cryotonics Inc. model 7300 VSM. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB 250 

spectrometer. 
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7.3.3 Theoretical Investigation 

First principles theoretical studies within the generalized gradient density 

functional formalism were carried out to aid in the investigation of the polyol process 

reaction mechanism,
230

 and to explain the experimental results. All calculations were 

performed using the deMon2k software.
231

 A variational fitting of the Coulomb potential 

was employed in order to avoid the calculation of four-center electron repulsion 

integrals.
232

 The auxiliary density functional theory method was used in which the 

exchange-correlation potential is calculated via a numerical integration from the auxiliary 

function density
233 

using the GEN-A2 function set.
234 

All electrons of the Cu, Ni, C, O 

and H atoms were treated explicitly using the double- valence plus polarization basis 

sets.
235

 A quasi-Newton method in delocalized internal coordinates was used for the 

geometry optimizsation.
236 

Several initial configurations were considered and the 

geometries were fully optimized without any symmetry constrain to determine the ground 

state. The resulting ground states were further ascertained upon frequency analysis. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

7.4.1 X-ray and Morphological Characterization 

The reduction of Cu salt precursors (Cu hydroxide, Cu chloride, and Cu acetate) 

dissolved in various polyols (EG, PG, DEG, and TEG) under both refluxing and 

distillation conditions were investigated. In each case, the color of the solution changed 

gradually from an initial green color to blue, then to brown, and finally to a brownish-red 

color, which was also seen by others.
212,237-239

 We have recently shown that the trapped 

blue intermediate in EG is that of a Cu-glycolate complex which forms after dissolution 
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of the Cu salt precursor in the polyol.
212,240

This will be explained in more detail later in 

this chapter. 

 

Figure 7.5. X-ray diffraction patterns of Cu salt precursors in ethylene glycol under 

refluxing and distillation conditions. In each case, the result is elemental Cu. 

 

Regardless of the solvent and metal precursor used, the x-ray diffraction patterns 

show the formation of elemental Cu (Figure 7.5). The nanoparticles crystallized into a 

face centered cubic (fcc) structure with diffraction peaks at 43.567°, 50.438°, and 74.312° 

which correspond to the (111), (200), and (220) planes, respectively. The high purity of 

elemental Cu was verified by the absense of oxide, hydroxide, and precusor reflections 

observed within the detection limit of the XRD measurments. The refinement of the XRD 

patterns was done by the Rietveld method in order to calculate the unit cell parameters. 

Peak fitting was carried out by the Fullprof software using the fcc Cu (ICDD, fm 3


m, 

card # 85-1326) as a reference structure. The lattice parameter (Cubulk =3.6150 Å) of the 

formed elemental Cu varies slightly between the solvents and the Cu precursors from 

3.6143 Å (CuOH,PG, reflux) to 3.6181 Å (CuOH, TEG, reflux). By analyzing the 

average peak widths of the (111), (200), and (220) reflections, the lattice strain, and mean 
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crystallite size were calculated (Table 7.1). The mean crystallite size, using the Scherrer 

equation, varied slightly between the different solvents and the various metal precursors. 

This can be attributed to the change in particle shape as well as the possibility of multiple 

crystalline regions within each nanoparticle. A slight increase in the lattice strain is also 

seen which is explained by a shift in both the lattice parameter and a change in particle 

shape. Figure 7.6 shows TEM images with a histogram showing the average particle size 

for various glycols. It was seen by TEM that changing the solvent from a short chain 

(EG) to a long chain (TEG) shifted the particle shape from spheres to rods (Fig.7.7). 

There was little deviation seen between the mean crystallite size from XRD and the 

particle size observed from TEM which indicates that the majority of the particles seen 

on TEM are not polycrystalline. 
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Figure 7.6. TEM images of elemental Cu nanoparticles synthesized using Cu Chloride 

with EG and DEG under either refluxing(-R) or distillation(-D) conditions. 
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Table 7.1. Results from the analysis of the Cu XRD patterns showing the mean crystallite 

size, lattice strain, and lattice parameters. 
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Figure 7.7. The synthesis of the polyol reaction can yield various elemental Cu 

morphologies by simply varying the reaction medium. In the case of these 6 

nanoparticles, the solvents varied from A) EG under reflux, B) EG under distillation, C) 

PG under reflux, D) DEG under reflux, E) DEG under distillation, and F) TEG under 

distillation to TEG. It is thought that the morphology is dependent on the chain length of 

the polyol. 

 

Our work on Cu nanoparticles led us to the reduction of Ni nanoparticles by the 

polyol process. As with the investigation of Cu nanoparticles, the reduction of Ni salt 

precursors (Ni hydroxide, Ni chloride, and Ni acetate) dissolved in various polyols (EG, 

PG, DEG, and BG) under both refluxing and distillation conditions was investigated. For 

all of the Ni precursors under distillation and refluxing conditions, the product was 

elemental Ni, with the exception of NiCl2 in EG, which will be discussed below. Figure 

7.8(1) shows representative Ni nanoparticles reduced under distillation conditions with 

various solvents. The nanoparticles crystallized into the stable fcc Ni (ICDD, fm3


m, card 
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#04-0850) form with reflections at 44.25°, 51.65°, and 76.1.25° which corresponds to the 

(111), (200), and (220) diffraction planes, respectively. There was a slight shift in the 

lattice parameter (Nibulk =3.5238 Å) with all of the nanoparticles analyzed and the mean 

crystallite size was significantly smaller than that observed from the TEM images (Figure 

7.9), suggesting that the particles are polycrystalline. It is also interesting to note that the 

formation of mixed phase fcc and hexagonal closed packed (hcp) Ni occurs with the 3M 

NaOH and when the NaOH concentration was decreased to 1M, no hcp Ni formed. Ying 

et al. speculated that there is a direct correlation between the increase in the NaOH 

concentration and the increased formation of hcp Ni with respect to fcc Ni.
241

 Hinotsu et 

al. suggest that the presence of hydroxyl ions in the polyol influences the overall reaction 

kinetics.
242

 The introduction of OH
- 
ions altered the overall morphology and size of their 

Ni nanoparticles from micron to plate-like structures to spherical nanoparticles. In order 

to form the unstable hcp Ni phase the reaction kinetics must be increased enough so that 

the stable fcc Ni does not have time to form. Figure 7.10 shows room temperature VSM 

hysteresis curves for 1 M and 3 M NaOH concentrations in various polyols. A decrease 

from 58 emu/g to 20 emu/g in the magnetization saturation is due to the incorporation of 

non-magnetic hcp Ni. While the polyol process has only provided one report of the 

preparation of pure phase hcp Ni,
243

 other methods such as the sol-gel method have also 

been able to produce hcp Ni.
244

 

As mentioned above, NiCl2 in EG reaction was the exception by not showing pure 

reduction and formation of solely metal nanoparticles. Figure 7.8(2) shows that even after 

36 hours of refluxing NiCl2 could not be fully reduced to elemental Ni. The predominate 
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phase is a Ni-layered hydroxyl salt (LHS), which has been shown to form only when 

metal acetates are used with polyols.
245-246

 What this shows, is that for the first time a Ni-

LHS can be formed without the presence of an acetate precursor ion. In this case, a Ni-

glycolate structure is forming where the deprotonated EG has bidentate character, as seen 

in previous x-ray diffraction studies.
247

 

 

Figure 7.8. (1) XRD patterns of Ni nanoparticles reduced with various polyols under 

distillation. (2) The results of Ni chloride under refluxing conditions. A Ni-LHS forms 

instread of elemental Ni.  
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Table 7.2. Results from the analysis of the Ni XRD patterns showing the mean crystallite 

size, lattice strain, and lattice parameters. 
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Figure 7.9. TEM images of Ni nanoparticles reduced under various glycol environments. 

 

 

Figure 7.10. XRD graphs of (left) Ni salts reduced under refluxing conditions and (right) 

Ni salts reduced under distillation conditions using EG. 
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7.4.2 XPS Results 

 

Figure 7.11.(A) Cu 2p and Ni 2p region scans and (b) reference Cu 2p and Ni 2p. 
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Figure 7.12. XPS data of the C 1s region scans using different glycols.  
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The C 1s, Cu 2p, and Ni 2p region scan spectra of Cu and Ni nanoparticles 

reduced under various solvents were analyzed. Figure 7.11 shows a representative Cu 2p 

and Ni 2p region scan. The spectra of the Cu 2p reveals a 2p3/2 peak and a 2p1/2 peak at 

~932 eV and ~952 eV, respectively. The spectra of the Ni 2p reveals a 2p3/2 peak and a 

2p1/2 peak at ~853 eV and 870 eV, respectively. Also, peaks at ~ 857 eV and ~874 eV are 

satellite peaks. For comparison, a reference Cu 2p and Ni 2p scan are shown (Figure 

7.11). Representative C 1s region scans are shown in Figure 7.12. From the analysis of 

the spectra, three peaks can be fit. First, a slight asymmetric peak at 284.7 eV can be 

attributed to C-C bonding with a broad peak at a slightly higher binding energy ~286.5 

eV with relatively lower intensity (5-10% of main peak) due to C-O bonding. A third 

peak at ~288.7 eV can be attributed to carbon atoms bound to one oxygen with a double 

bond (C=O). It is interesting to note that the intensity of the C=O decreases with an 

increase in the polyol chain length. It is hypothesized that the product formed during the 

reaction is a diacetyl (O=C-C=O) compound. Thus it makes sense that spectra of longer 

chain polyols would show the relative abundance of C=O to be smaller with respect to C-

C and C-O bonds. 

7.4.3 Crystal Growth 

Several early papers on the polyol process have described the polyols as being a 

solvent, a mild reducing agent, and a protective or capping agent.
183-184,248

 Ung et al. 

reported in 2007 on the formation and anisotropic growth of NiCo nanoalloys as being 

driven by the pH of the system. By raising the [NaOH] in PG to 0.25 M they were able to 

form isotropic spherical nanoparticles. However, when the [NaOH] decreased below 0.25 
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M (between 0.1 and 0.2 M) they were able to form anisotropic growth consisting of 

nanoplatlets, nanodumbells, and nanowires. The use of capping agents has also been 

reported to play a critical role in controlling the formation of nanocrystals. For example, 

Sun et al. reported that by using poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) in EG solutions with 

AgNO3 they were able to grow uniform 50 µm Ag nanowires.
249

  

We studied the effect of the polyol process on the growth of Cu nanoparticles and 

maintained a constant [NaOH] of 3 M without the use of other components as capping 

agents. We have found that by changing the polyol from EG to TEG, and keeping all 

other parameters constant, we are able to form spheres, pentagons, triangles, hexagons, 

and rods. In this sense, the main effects of the polyol its use as a capping agent and its 

influence on the nucleation and growth rates of the Cu crystals. It is clear that the 

reduction rate of Cu-TEG was lower than that of Cu-EG, which increases the time for Cu 

atoms to reach super saturation and thus produces a faster nucleation rate and in turn a 

slower growth rate. Another explanation is that the various chain lengths of the polyol 

influence the growth of nanoparticles by altering the ligand exchange rate. For example, 

the longer the chain length of the polyol, the slower the ligand exchange rate. This occurs 

due to an increase in the sterics associated with the larger molecules and allows for a 

slower growth rate of the metal. The result is that the larger molecules, like TEG, prevent 

the Cu atoms from reaching the surface and subsequently results in the anisotropic 

growth seen in the TEM image (Figure 7.7). Therefore, it is believed that the nucleation 

rate of Cu crystallites decreases with increasing the chain length of the polyol.  
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7.5 Crystallization of Copper-glycolate 

There has been considerable interest in the coordination chemistry of metal ions 

in a polyol medium owing to its importance in understanding reaction kinetics and 

solvent and ion exchange for the formation of a mechanism of reduction.  Up to now, 

several papers have illustrated the mechanism of the polyol process by studying kinetic 

data obtained by UV-vis and IR spectroscopy.
183,250-252

  From this data, assumptions of 

the formation of metal glycolates as an intermediate were formulated.  This method does 

not give the best idea about the direct intermediates during the formation of metals in the 

polyol process, as the polyol itself is a mild reducing agent. There have not, however, 

been a large number of investigations on the crystal packing in the intermediate form.  

This section presents a simple copper reaction where we trap the polyol intermediate and 

determine its structure crystallographically. The results of the trapped intermediate are 

consistent with a di-chelate formation stabilized by sodium ions. A survey of the 

literature reveals only four examples of complexes containing the bis-ethylene glycolate 

Cu(II)
2-

 anion that have been crystallographically characterized.
253-255

 These complexes 

contain Li, Ba, or Sr as counterions. To the best of our knowledge this is the first crystal 

structure determined for an ethylene glycolate copper(II) anion stabilized by ethylene 

glycol coordinated sodium counterions. Here we report the structure of 

[Na2(C2H6O2)6][Cu(C2H4O2)2]. From the understanding of this crystal structure, we will 

be able to use computational modeling to give insight into a possible mechanism for the 

polyol process.  
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Figure 7.13. Representation of the crystallized counterions forming the copper-glycolate 

superstructure. 

 

Crystals suitable for x-ray analysis were obtained from the solution by cooling to 

248 K for 3 days in a sealed flask under N2.  The EG was decanted off and the crystals 

were washed with diethyl ether (2x50ml) and hexanes (2x50ml). The un-optimized yield 

was 2.4g, or 68% based on Cu.  

The crystals are deliquescent and readily form droplets within an hour of sitting in 

the atmosphere.  The crystals are insoluble in common organic solvents, but dissolve 

readily with decomposition in alcohols and water. The reaction is quenched after 

changing to dark blue as above.  

The molecular structure of complex (I) is illustrated in Figure 7.14. Selected bond 

lengths and angles are listed in Table 7.1. The anionic moiety consists of a bis-ethylene 

glycolate Cu
II
 dianion with the Cu atom on an inversion center, while the cation 
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comprises two inversion-related Na ions complexed by chelating, bridging and 

monodendate ethylene glycol units.  

Table 7.3. Selected bond lengths(Å) for the copper glycolate structure. 

                   
Na1-O6 2.3816 (16) 

 
Na1-O5 2.4052 (16) 

Na1-07 2.3858 (16) 
 

Na1-O4 2.4453 (15) 
Na1-03 2.3945 (16) 

 
Na1-03

i
  2.4545 (15) 

                  
Symmetry code: (i) -x, -y, -z. 
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Figure 7.14. The molecular structure of (I), showing the atom-numbering scheme. 

Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 40% probability level. The disordered atom 08b 

and methylene H atoms have been omitted for clarity. [symmetry codes: (i) -x; -y; -z (ii) -

x; -y; 1-z] 

 

The anion is square planar with the ethylene glycolate ligands being fully 

deprotonated and chelating about the Cu
2+

 ion.  Cu1-O1  [1.9317(13) Å] and Cu1-O2 

[1.9252(13) Å] distances fall between the previously reported Cu-O distances for 

Cu[C2H4O2]
2-

.
253-255

  A comparison of the Cu-O distances and angles from the 

previously reported structures of both ethylene glycolate and EG copper complexes are 

given in Table 7.4.  The Cu-O distances are consistently longer in the EG complexes 
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versus the glycolate complexes.  More significantly, the bite angle of the glycolate ligand 

is much larger than the protonated form by an average of 8 degrees. 

Table 7.4. Comparison of known ethylene glycolate and ethylene glycol complexes. 

Complex CSD Ref. code Average Cu-O (Å) 
Bite Angle of C

2
H

4
O

2
 

(°)   

Na
2
Cu(C

2
H

6
O

2
)

6
(C

2
H

4
O

2
)

2
  This Work 1.929 (3) 87.11 (5) 

 BaCu(C
2
H

6
O

2
)

3
(C

2
H

4
O

2
)

2
  PAHFEJ

a
  1.921 (4) 88.6 (3) 

 BaCu(C
2
H

6
O

2
)

6
(C

2
H

4
O

2
)

2
  PAHFAF

b
  1.923 (5) 86.65 (15) 

 Li
2
Cu (C

2
H

4
O

2
)

2
  VOWKAT

b
  1.931 (13) 87.22 (6) 

 CuCl
2
(C

2
H

6
O

2
)

2
  CETDCU10

c
  1.978 (19) 79.1 (1) 

 CuCl
2
(C

2
H

6
O

2
)

2
H

2
O GLYCUH

c
  1.986 (18) 79.9 (1) 

 CuCl
2
(C

2
H

6
O

2
)

3
(SO

4
) ETDOCU

d
  2.10 (10) 79.2 (10) 

 d, Pico et al.(1997); b, Habermann et al. (1992); c, Antti (1976); d, Antti et al. (1972).   
 

In the [Na(C2H6O2)3]2
2+

 cation, the unique Na ion is bound by two chelating EGs, 

one bridging oxygen from an EG that is chelating to the other inversion-related Na atom, 

and one monodentate EG.  The unique Na ion has a distorted octahedral coordination 

environment with Na-O distances in the range 2.3816(16) to 2.4545(15) Å, the shortest 

distances came from the non-bridging chelating oxygens Na1-O7, and the longest 

distances arose from the bridging interaction of a chelating EG Na1-O3 (-x, -y, -z).  A 

search of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD, version 5.30 plus three updates)
256-257

 

reveals only one previously reported structure with ethylene glycol bound to sodium ions 

(CSD ref. code: OBOBAI).
258

  In this structure, the sodium ions are directly attached to 
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the anionic portion of the structure through bridging ethylene glycols and therefore not 

part of an independent sodium-ethylene glycol cluster as reported here. 

 

Figure 7.15. A packing diagram of (I) viewed approximately down the a axis showing the 

hydrogen-bonding interactions between the anionic and cationic units. H atoms not 

involved in hydrogen bonding and the disordered atom O8B have been omitted for 

clarity. [Symmetry codes: (ii) –x, -y, -z; (iii) –x, -y, 1-z; (v) 1-x, 1-7, -z; (vi) 1-x, 1-y, 1-z; 

(vii) x, y, 1+z.] 

 

The cations are linked by O-H- - -O hydrogen bonds through interactions 

involving O5-H5---O4
iv

 and O8-H8---O7
v
 (see Table 7.5) to form sheets parallel to the 

(OO1) plane. The deprotonated oxygen atoms, O1 and O2, of the anion are each 
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hydrogen bonded to two different ethylene glycol oxygen atoms of the cation as shown in 

figure 2 with details in table 3. The association of the two cations and anions via classical 

O-H---O hydrogen bonding (Table 7.5) results in a three-dimensional network with 

alternating layers of cations and anions down the c-axis (Figure 7.14). 

Table 7.5. Hydrogen bond geometry (Å,°)  

 
D-H---A D-H H---A D---A D-H---A   

06-H6---O1
ii
  0.75 (3) 1.93 (3) 2.683 (2) 175 (3) 

 O4-H4---O1
iii
  0.74 (3) 1.89 (3) 2.6152 (19) 168 (3) 

 O5-H5---O4
iv

  0.75 (3) 2.05 (3) 2.779 (2) 164 (3) 
 O7-H7---O2

i
  0.81 (3) 1.81 (3) 2.612 (2) 171 (3) 

 O3-H3---O2 0.72 (3) 1.94 (3) 2.6566 (19) 172 (3) 
 O8-H8---O7

v
  0.69 (3) 2.14 (3) 2.815 (3) 167 (4) 

 Symmetry codes: (i) -x, -y, -z; (ii) -x, -y, -z+1; (iii) x, y, z-1; (iv) -x, -y, -z; (v) -x+1, -y+1, -z.   
 

 Analysis of the IR spectroscopy reveals weak C-O stretches at 1245 and 1218 

cm
-1

 and weak M-O stretches at 541 and 606 cm
-1

.  These values are consistent with 

results obtained for a similar Cu-Sr structure, [Sr(C2H6O2)5][Cu(C2H4O2)2].
253

  

7.5.1 Refinement Details 

The pendant oxygen from the non-chelating ethylene glycol bound to sodium was 

disordered over two positions, O8A and O8B, whose occupancy factors were refined and 

then fixed at 0.9143 and 0.0857 respectively.   The C8-O8A and C8-O8B distances were 

restrained to be equivalent. All methylene H-atom positions were calculated using the 

appropriate riding model, with Uiso(H) values 1.2 times Ueq of the parent atoms, and with 
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C-H distances of 0.99  Å.  The hydroxy H atoms were located in a difference Fourier map 

and refined freely. 

7.6 Mechanism Study 

 Despite the high number of publications describing the synthesis of metals and 

metal oxides by the polyol method, a convincing mechanism still lacks. There have been 

several empirical studies and to the best of our knowledge only one theoretical study. 

Larcher et al. describe the mechanism thermodynamically.
225

 In their report, however, 

they assume that the reduction to metal occurs concomitantly with the total oxidation of 

EG (200°C). Several experimental results indicate that reduction of metal salts can occur 

much lower than at the boiling point of EG. Therefore, a more experimentally driven 

description of the mechanism is needed to describe the reduction of metal precursors in 

the polyol method. 

A report by Bonet et al. highlighted an electrochemical investigation based on the 

study of the redox potential of EG.
214

 In this study the authors state that the shift between 

the oxidation potential of EG and the reduction potential of a metal species is due to 

energy barriers. They state that for the polyol process to successfully reduce metal 

species, an energy barrier must be overcome by heating the EG. They also state that the 

spontaneous reduction of a metal species by a polyol will occur only if the 

thermodynamic M
n+

/M reduction potential in the polyol is more positive than the 

oxidation potential of the reducing agent. The redox potentials for Ni
2+

 and Cu
2+

 ions are 

remarkably different from each other ( 2 2 , 0.257Ni e Ni V   , 2 2 ,0.342Cu e Cu V  ). 

Therefore, we can see that the Cu
2+

/Cu could occur at lower temperatures than that of 
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Ni
2+

/Ni. This serves as a starting point for the differences in the ability to reduce metal 

species in the polyol process. In the next chapter, we explain the differences seen in the 

formation of Cu/Ni core/shell nanoparticles and speculate that the stability of the 

hydrated forms (CuCl2(H2O)2 vs NiCl2(H2O)2) differ. Our experimental evidence from 

the crystallization of the intermediate Cu-glycolate, as explained previously, is the base 

for the investigation of a possible mechanism for the reduction of CuCl2 in the polyol. To 

begin the theoretical investigation, we first took the starting precursors (NiCl2 and CuCl2) 

and then attempted to bind EG molecules to the metal species. We monitored the 

incremental binding energies associated with the formed complexes to determine the 

stability of adding a subsequent EG molecule (Figure 7.16). We show that the Cu prefers 

two EG molecules, which is consistent with the experimental results from the trapped Cu-

glycolate intermediate. The d
9
 configuration makes Cu (II) subject to Jahn-Teller 

distortion and this is shown in Figure 7.16. When we attempt to make the complex six 

coordinate (three EG molecules) and adopt an octahedral geometry, the complex becomes 

highly unstable (-1.9 kcal/mol). However, in the case of the d
8 

Ni(II) species, the more 

favorable configuration is the octahedral complex where there are three EG molecules 

surrounding the Ni center. From this, we can also see that the EG molecules bind much 

stronger to Ni than to Cu. This suggests that when the reaction proceeds, Cu 

nanoparticles form faster due to the Cu(EG)2 complex being less stable than the Ni(EG)3 

complex at lower temperatures. 
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Figure 7.16. Optimized geometries for the successive binding of EG to CuCl
2
, a), and 

NiCl
2
, b). The incremental binding energies (IBE) in units of kcal/mol are also given. 

 

We were then able to calculate the change in energy (ΔE) for each step of our 

proposed reaction processes. Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the graphical representation of 

the proposed reaction processes plotted with the ΔE (kcal/mol) for Cu and Ni, 

respectively. The two metals proceed through the previously reported intermediate phase 

with the EG molecules bound to the metal centers and reduction proceeds to occur 

through the C-O-M bond formation. The Cu formation is an exothermic process while the 

Ni formation is endothermic.  
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Figure 7.17. Plot of the calculated change in energy (ΔE) for each step of the proposed 

reaction mechanism of the Cu
2+

 reduction pathway by the polyol process using ethylene 

glycol (EG) in a basic medium. 

 

Figure 7.18. Plot of the calculated change in energy (ΔE) for each step of the proposed 

reaction mechanism of the Ni
2+

 reduction pathway by the polyol process using ethylene 

glycol (EG) in a basic medium. 
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Figure.7.19 Proposed Mechanism for (a) the reduction of CuCl2 to Cu-metal and (b) the 

reduction of NiCl2 to Ni-metal. 
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 Figure 7.19 is our proposed mechanism for the formation of Cu and Ni metal 

nanoparticles. In this mechanism, there are four steps required for the reduction to metal. 

First, the ligand exchange forming the M-glycolate (M=Cu,Ni) species occurs once the 

metal salt precursor is dissolved in the glycol. UV-vis and IR data from several reports 

suggest that the formation of M-glycolate occurs. In addition, our recent efforts to trap 

the Cu-glycolate intermediate and determine the structure crystallographically was 

successful. This enabled us to confidently use this intermediate in our mechanism. The 

reaction proceeds when OH
- 
and a H atom, from the alpha-Carbon, form water and leaves 

a carbanion. This hypothesized carbanion is the source for the two electrons that are 

required for the reduction of the metal species and occurs through the oxygen atom. The 

products of this reaction are zero-valent metal, 2-hydroxyacetaldehyde, and 2-

hydroxyethanolate, all of which have been experimentally determined before. 

7.7 Conclusion 

This chapter carried out both experimental measurements and computational 

modeling to gain insight into the mechanism of the polyol method. The experimental 

work on the formation of copper and nickel metal using a variety of polyols allowed for 

an elucidation that in ethylene glycol, nickel chloride will only form a nickel hydroxy-salt 

under refluxing conditions.  This is most likely due to the enhanced stability of the 

Ni(EG)3 hydrated intermediate complex. When the reaction is switched to distillation, 

where water is evaporated out of the system, the formation of elemental nickel is 

possible. In contrast, the Cu(EG)2 hydrated intermediate complex was less stable, and the 

formation of elemental copper could be achieved under both refluxing and distillation 
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conditions. The intermediate metal-glycolate has been proposed several times by others, 

but our work provides the first crystal structure of the trapped Cu-glycolate intermediate.  

This allowed us to more reliably use computational modeling to determine the metal-

glycolate stability for both Cu and Ni complexes. The next chapter shows how we can 

use this information to create a novel one-pot synthesis of Cu/Ni core/sell nanoparticles 

by first refluxing the solution to produce Cu nanoparticles. The Cu nanoparticles were 

seeds for the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of Ni shells once the system was set to 

distill off the water. 
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Chapter 8: Design of Cu/Ni core/Shell Nanoparticles 
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8.1 Introduction 

The physical and chemical properties of bimetallic core/shell nanoparticles 

(CSNPs) can differ in significant ways from the corresponding bulk materials, and 

chemically homogeneous nanoparticles of the same overall composition.
259-261

 These 

observations have lead to great interest in the development of new synthesis strategies to 

prepare CSNPs, particularly if they are straightforward to implement and can be applied 

to potentially useful materials.  Motivated by these considerations we have developed a 

simple chemical procedure for the preparation of Cu core/Ni shell (Cu/Ni) and Ni 

core/Cu shell (Ni/Cu) CSNPs based on the well known polyol method.
262 

Because of their 

potentially useful catalytic and magnetic properties we have focused exclusively on the 

Cu-Ni system,
263-265

 although we believe the general approach described below may be 

applicable to other important materials systems as well.  

Various implementations of the polyol method have previously been used to 

prepare elemental Cu nanoparticles, Ni nanoparticles, and Cu-Ni nanoalloys.
181,239,266-270

  

To the best of our knowledge, however, there has only been one previous report in which 

the polyol method was used to prepare CSNPs consisting of elemental Cu and Ni.
266

  In 

that case, Cu/Ni CSNPs were obtained after heating hydrated Cu and Ni nitrates 

dissolved in ethylene glycol (EG) for 4 hours at 196 °C.  The formation of a core/shell 

structure was attributed to the different thermal stabilities of Cu and Ni glycolates formed 

during the reaction.  In particular, the transformation of Cu glycolate to elemental Cu was 

observed to precede the transformation of Ni glycolate to elemental Ni.  The Cu 
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nanoparticles then served as a heterogeneous nucleation site for the deposition of Ni, 

leading to the formation of a core/shell structure. 

In this chapter, a series of experiments were carried out in which hydrated Cu 

chloride (CuCl2·2H2O), hydrated Ni chloride (NiCl2·6H2O), and sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) were dissolved in EG and rapidly heated to the boiling point of the solution.  By 

exploiting the strong dependence of the boiling temperature of these solutions on the 

relative quantities of dissolved salt, the associated water of hydration, NaOH, and 

solvent, two stabilized reaction temperatures could be obtained without the need for 

active temperature control by simply switching between reflux and distillation conditions.  

In particular, a solution containing 0.5 g Cu chloride, 0.5 g Ni chloride, and 3 g of NaOH 

dissolved in 25 ml of EG was found to boil at a temperature of about 165 °C, well below 

the temperature of 196 °C at which the EG itself boiled (pure EG boils at about 197 °C). 

After removing the water of hydration from the solution, the boiling point was observed 

to increase to about 175 °C.  This 10-degree difference was sufficient to separate the 

formation of elemental Cu under reflux conditions from the formation of elemental Ni 

under distillation conditions.  At the reflux temperature of 165 °C, the Cu reaction was 

complete in less than 30 minutes insuring that elemental Ni (rather than a Cu-Ni alloy) 

was formed during the higher temperature distillation step of the reaction. As noted 

earlier, Cu/Ni CSNPs formed because the Cu nanoparticles served as preferential 

nucleation sites for the deposition of Ni.  Although the temperature was the reaction 

parameter used to separate the formation of elemental Cu and Ni in these experiments, it 
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is worth noting that the presence or absence of water may also play an important role in 

the actual reaction mechanism.  

The asymmetry of the reaction conditions that allowed the formation of Cu/Ni 

CSNPs does not allow the formation of Ni/Cu CSNPs from a mixed metal-salt solution.  

Nevertheless, a modification of the procedure described above allowed Ni/Cu 

nanoparticles to be prepared in a two-step process.  In the first step, a Ni chloride solution 

was distilled until Ni nanoparticles were formed.  After completion of the reaction, which 

could also be terminated prior to completion by quenching the solution in an ice bath, a 

Cu chloride solution was added and heated at reflux leading to the formation of Cu shells 

on the Ni nanoparticles.  

8.2 Synthesis 

8.2.1 Materials.   

Copper (II) chloride dihydrate (CuCl2·2H2O), nickel (II) chloride hexahydrate 

(NiCl2·6H2O), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were all purchased from Fisher.  Ethylene 

glycol (EG) was purchased from Acros Organics.  All chemicals were used as received. 

8.2.2 Synthesis of Cu-Ni CSNPs.   

Approximately 0.5 g CuCl2·2H2O, 0.5 g NiCl2·6H2O, and 3 M NaOH were 

dissolved in 25 mL of EG.  The solution was refluxed for 30 to 60 minutes.  Following 

reflux, a distillation apparatus was attached to the boiling solution for an additional 30 to 

60 minutes.  After cooling to room temperature, the precipitate was isolated by magnetic 

extraction, washed several times with methanol, and vacuum dried. 
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8.2.3 Synthesis of Ni-Cu CSNPs.   

Approximately 0.5 g NiCl2·6H2O and 3 M NaOH were dissolved in 25 mL of EG. 

The solution was distilled for 30 to 60 minutes to fully reduce the Ni.  In a separate flask, 

0.5 g CuCl2·2H2O was dissolved in 25 mL of EG and added to the Ni solution. The 

solution was then heated to reflux for 30 to 60 minutes.  The particles were magnetically 

separated, washed several times with methanol, and vacuum dried. 

8.3 Results and discussion 

 

Figure 8.1. TEM images and composition maps (red and blue corresponding to Cu and 

Ni, respectively) of typical of A,B) Cu/Ni and C,D) Ni/Cu CSNPs.  The uncolored 

coating on the composition maps corresponds to residual organic material.  
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TEM images of typical Cu/Ni and Ni/Cu CSNPs and the corresponding 

composition maps of elemental Cu and Ni distributions are shown in Figure 8.1. These 

data clearly show the formation of core/shell type structures.   

 

Figure 8.2. XRD patterns of elemental Cu, Cu/Ni, Ni/Cu, and elemental Ni.  The 

elemental metals were prepared using the respective metal chlorides (see the Supporting 

Information).  

 

The XRD patterns of the Cu/Ni and Ni/Cu CSNPs are shown in Figure 8.2.  The 

fitted line positions yielded best fit Cu lattice parameters of 0.3609(13) nm and 0.3609(6) 

nm for the Cu/Ni and Ni/Cu CSNPs, respectively, with corresponding Ni lattice 

parameters of 0.3519(4) nm and 0.3529(15) nm, respectively.  Within the experimental 

uncertainties these values are consistent with the bulk Cu (0.36148 nm) and Ni (0.35232 

nm) lattice parameters,
271

 indicating that in both cases the core and shell material is 
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comprised of essentially unalloyed elemental Cu and Ni.  In the case of the Ni/Cu CSNPs 

we were also able to obtain XAS data for comparison with the XRD data.   

 

Figure 8.3. Fourier transforms of the EXAFS signals from the Ni/Cu CSNPs, the pure 

metal reference foils, and their respective fits. The foil and foil fit are presented to show 

the expected differences in the transform. 
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Analysis of the extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) region of these data 

yielded a Cu lattice parameter of 0.3623(5) nm and a Ni lattice parameter of 0.3534(6) 

nm (Figure 8.3).  In addition, the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 cumulants of the Cu-Cu and Ni-Ni 

interatomic distances, corresponding to the variance and asymmetry of those distances, 

were also consistent with unalloyed elemental Cu and Ni.     

 

Figure 8.4. EXAFS spectra of Ni/Cu CSNPs and the corresponding pure metal reference 

foils.  
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Figure 8.5. Room temperature hysteresis loops for the Cu/Ni (blue) and Ni/Cu (red) 

CSNPs. The magnetization axis has been scaled based on the ICP-OES measured 

composition to indicate the magnetization per gram of Ni in the sample.  

 

The corrected room temperature hysteresis loops of the Cu/Ni and Ni/Cu CSNPs 

are shown in Figure 8.5. The saturation magnetization was obtained by extrapolating a fit 

of the measured high field magnetization versus the inverse of the applied magnetic field 

to infinite field.  This procedure yielded saturation magnetization values of 18.15(3) 

emu/g and 19.65(3) emu/g of sample (i.e. based on the total sample mass) for the Cu/Ni 

and Ni/Cu CSNPs.  Assuming the presence of only elemental Cu and Ni in these 

materials and that all the Ni atoms carry the bulk Ni magnetic moment of 54.4 emu/g, the 

saturation magnetization values result in particle compositions (at.%) of Cu64Ni36 for the 

Cu/Ni CSNPs and Ni38Cu62 for the Ni/Cu CSNPs. 
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The compositions of the core/shell nanoparticles were also directly determined by 

ICP-OES. These measurements yielded the compositions Cu59Ni41 and Ni45Cu55.  The 

origin of the somewhat larger ICP-OES Ni concentrations relative to the magnetization 

based values is currently under investigation but may arise from a small (and undetected) 

amount of alloying at the core/shell interface resulting in a reduced Ni moment for 

interface Ni atoms.  Alternatively, a reduced Ni moment due to finite size effects could 

also account for this discrepancy.
272-273

 

Table 8.1. EXAFS fitting parameters for the copper and nickel edges of the Ni/Cu 

CSNPs and the pure metal reference foils. 

 

8.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, this section identified a new and simple procedure for separating 

the formation of elemental Cu and Ni in a polyol-type reaction.  In particular, the 

formation of Cu/Ni CSNPs from a mixed metal-salt/NaOH/EG solution was facilitated by 

manipulating the boiling temperature of the solution.  A two step procedure in which Ni 
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nanoparticles were first prepared from a Ni chloride solution followed by the addition of 

a Cu chloride solution was also used to prepare Ni/Cu CSNPs.  These core/shell 

nanoparticles are potentially useful for their catalytic and magnetic properties, as they are 

superior to their monometallic counterparts. 
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Chapter 9: Design of Aqueous Based Ferrofluids 
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9.1 Design of Fe-FeOx Nanoparticles 

Stable colloidal suspensions of magnetic nanoparticles have many appealing 

qualities that have attracted them to areas of industry, biomedical engineering, physics, 

and chemistry. Many ferrofluids are used commercially as heat transfer fluids for 

dampeners in loud speakers, in electronic devices as a form of liquid seals for drive shafts 

in hard disks, and in medicine as contrast agents for MRI imaging due to their T1 and 

greater T2 enhancement.
274-277

 There are two main types of stabilizers for dispersing 

magnetic nanoparticles: surfactant/polymer stabilized nanoparticles and ionically 

stabilized nanoparticles. These stabilizers allow for the formation of colloidal metal and 

metal oxide nanoparticles by various types of chemical and physical interactions. For 

polar solvent ferrofluids, tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) is commonly used 

as an ionic stabilizer: the hydroxyl group forms at the surface of the nanoparticle, 

providing a negatively charged surface layer. The positively charged 

tetramethylammonium cation (N(CH3)4
+
) forms a diffuse shell in which neighboring 

particles will encounter electrostatic repulsion.
278-288

 For non-polar solvent based 

ferrofluids, surfactants or polymers that attach to nanoparticles, such as oleic acid, 

impose steric effects on the neighboring nanoparticles. The hydrocarbon has a polar head 

that has an affinity for the nanoparticle; the tail of the surfactant prevents the 

agglomeration of neighboring nanoparticles.
289

 In each case, there are stringent rules 

which must be met in order to achieve effective stabilization. These rules affecting 

colloidal stability include parameters such as optimum size range of the nanoparticles, 

viscosity of the carrier liquid, length of the surfactant, temperature, and magnetic field 
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strength. Various techniques have been shown to produce magnetic nanoparticles such as: 

wet grinding, co-precipitation, microemulsion, and aqueous reduction of metal salts.
290-296 

After the synthesis of the nanoparticles, additional steps are typically required to coat 

them with the appropriate stabilizer.  In most cases, where the goal is an aqueous 

ferrofluid, the resulting nanoparticle is strictly an iron oxide. This work shows enhanced 

magnetic properties by forming aqueous stabilized metal/oxide core/shell nanoparticles.  

The oxide shell forms a passivation layer preventing further oxidation.
157

 

This chapter first describes an alternative synthetic method for the formation of 

metal/oxide composite nanoparticles by a modified polyol process. This modified process 

enabled the liquid polyol to act not only as a solvent, but also as a mild reducing agent 

and a surfactant for the stabilization of the nanoparticles in aqueous media. The ferrofluid 

was then investigated in vitro by magnetic resonance relaxivity measurements and in vivo 

for its application in MRI. Also, by using the ferrofluid as a precursor media for the 

formation of a magnetic/luminescent core/shell nanoparticle we were able to produce a 

spectrally tunable material with the ability to be recollected when implemented in 

environmental applications. 
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Figure 9.1. Synthesis scheme for the design of an aqueous based Fe/FeOx ferrofluid. 

9.2 Synthesis 

The synthesis of Fe/FeOx nanoparticles was carried out under ambient conditions 

using a modified polyol method. First, two separate solutions were prepared, solution 1 

and solution 2. Solution 1 contained 0.25M iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate and 1,2 

propanediol in a 500-mL round bottom flask and was heated to refluxing conditions for 

30 minutes. Solution 2 contained 5.2M NaOH and 1,2 propanediol was heated 

simultaneously at 100C with magnetic stirring. Hot Solution 2 was subsequently added 
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to solution 1 and heating was continued to refluxing conditions for one hour. The solution 

underwent a color change from dark orange, to grey, and then finally to jet black 20 

minutes post addition. After 1 hour of refluxing, the solution was allowed to cool to room 

temperature and then was quenched by the addition of methanol. Throughout the reaction 

the particles did not seem to stick to the magnetic stirrer during the reaction. The particles 

were washed with methanol several times and magnetically separated using a rare earth 

magnet. To prepare an aqueous ferrofluid, the particles were added to a vial with 

deionized water and sonicated to help the dispersion. A rare earth permanent magnet was 

used to test the colloid stability. For example, if the ratio of nanoparticles was too large, 

the particles would aggregate and pull out of solution to the magnet. Once the particles 

were dispersed in the appropriate amount of water, they were sonicated for 20 minutes. 

The resulting particles are stable in the aqueous media for over one year without visual 

degradation. 
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9.3. Results and Discussion 

Particle Size (nm)

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

 

Figure 9.2. (A) TEM image of magnetite/α-Fe particles prepared by the polyol process in 

1,2 propanediol. The TEM shows that the particle size distribution is relatively 

monodispersed. (B) A histogram of the particle size from the TEM with an average 

particle size of 14.5 nm. 
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The nanoparticle morphology was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy 

(Figure 9.2), which revealed relative size uniformity with an average diameter of 14.6 

(±3.12) nanometers.  The histogram was developed by taking, at random, 150 of the 

nanoparticles from the TEM and using an imaging program. From the TEM image, the 

spherical nanoparticles seem to be slightly agglomerated and not monodisperse. 

However, this could arise from the TEM grid preparation. To prepare the nanoparticles 

for TEM analysis 7 µL of dried product dispersed in methanol was placed on a copper 

mesh grid and allowed to dry at room temperature. The TEM analysis was not done on 

the aqueous ferrofluid itself and we believe that by drying the particles, you induce some 

aggregation, and that is what is seen above. A better representation of the aqueous 

colloidal system can be seen in bottom left of Figure 9.1.   

 

Figure 9.3. XRD pattern showing a two-phase system of iron oxide and α-iron. 
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X-ray powder diffraction (Figure 9.3) shows a mixed phase system of magnetite 

(Fe3O4) and iron (α-Fe). Major Diffraction peaks for magnetite at 30.125°,35.483°, 

37.117°, 43.124°, 53.501°, and 57.033° correspond to the (220), (311), (222), (400), 

(422), and (511) miller indices, respectively. The diffraction peaks for iron at 44.663°, 

65.008°, and 82.314° correspond to the (110), (200), and the (211) miller indices, 

respectively. The peaks were indexed by the ICDD database for magnetite (fd3m, 

card#03-065-4899) and Fe (Im3m, card#01-075-4899). Rietveld refinement produced a 

relative percentage of magnetite and iron to be 78% and 22%, respectively. This 

correlated well with the XAS data.  

 

Figure 9.4. XANES spectra for the ferrofluid material, iron foil, and iron oxide 

standards. 

 

A linear combination fit to X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) data 

determined a composition of 20% metal and 80% oxide. Figure 9.4 shows the XANES 
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spectra for the ferrofluid material, metallic iron foil and an iron oxide standard. From 

both x-ray characterization analyses, a general assumption that the proposed modified 

polyol process produces a mixed phase system of Fe oxide and metallic Fe can be made. 

 

Figure 9.5. Room temperature VSM data of the as-prepared ferrofluid material plotted as 

magnetization (emu/g) versus applied field (Oe). 

 

Room temperature vibrating sample magnetometry revealed a saturation 

magnetization of 100 emu/g (Figure 9.5). The saturation magnetization (Ms) was obtained 

from a magnetization versus 1/H plot extrapolated to the point where 1/H is equal to zero. 

The values for bulk Fe and Fe3O4 are 220 emu/g and 80-120 emu/g, respectively. This 
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value in magnetization for nanoparticles containing both iron and iron oxide is expected 

for the percentages of each component in this mixed phase system.  

The nanoparticles also have a surfactant-type coating, which will affect the 

magnetic characteristics of the nanoparticles as well as act as the colloidal stabilizing 

agent. Thermal analysis of the dried particles reveals a 20% weight drop that correlates 

with an organic decomposition at 195C. The progressive heating of sodium hydroxide in 

the polyol not only reduces the Fe
2+

 to produce the nanoparticles, but also forms a 

solution that plays an important role in the overall reaction dynamics. It is hypothesized 

that a sodium glycolate-type structure or 1,2 propanediol is adsorbed onto the surface of 

the particles allowing for in situ water stabilization. Further surface characterization will 

be needed to distinguish between the two possibilities. It is important to note that the 

saturation magnetization decreased by less than 5% after one year of aqueous exposure. It 

thought that this polymer-type structure formed around the nanoparticle gives both the 

colloidal stability and aids in the resistance to oxidation of the iron metal.  

9.3.1 MRI Contrast Agent 

This ferrofluid was also investigated in vitro by magnetic resonance relaxivity 

measurements and in vivo for its application in magnetic resonance imaging. The 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)/spectroscopic experiments were performed on a 2.4 

T/40 cm bore MR system (Biospec/Bruker). Spectroscopic T1 and T2 
1
H relaxation 

measurements of the aqueous ferrofluid were conducted using an inversion recovery 

sequence with eight inversion times (TI) and repetition times (TR) at least five times the 

expected T1 value. For the T2 measurements, a multi-spin-echo CPMG sequence was 
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employed with several echo times (TE) and TR values at least five times the expected T1. 

The relaxation times were computed from least-squares fitting of the exponentially 

varying signals using analysis routines available at the MR system. Relaxivities were 

extracted from graphs of relaxation rates (1/T1 and 1/T2) versus concentration. The r1 and 

r2 relaxivities were found to be 8.6 and 382 s
-1

mM
-1

.  These values should be compared to 

those reported for the commercial contrast agent Feridex, which are 12.3 and 191 s
-1

mM
-

1
.
297

  

 

Figure 9.6. T2W images of a tumor-bearing rat infused with aqueous ferrofluid (0.34 mM 

iron concentration, 18 L) at different time points. The infusate appears dark within the 

implanted T9 tumor (right side of the tumor). Note that at 6-days post infusion, some of 

the iron/iron oxide particles have migrated in the tumor periphery (dark ring). 
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The in vivo investigation was performed by intratumoral infusion of the aqueous 

ferrofluid via convection enhanced delivery (CED)
298-300

 into a tumor bearing rat, 13 days 

post T9 tumor cell implantation.  The aqueous ferrofluid was infused at pH 7.5, an iron 

concentration of 0.34 mM, and a rate of 0.2 µL/min for a total volume of 18 µL infused.  

The T2-weighted images (Figure 9.6) were acquired during the infusion and up to 6 days 

post-infusion. The dark contrast due to the ferrofluid is clearly seen in the center of the 

tumor during the infusion and shortly after.  Then 6 days post infusion, some of the 

ferrofluid has pushed to the periphery, thereby more clearly defining the edge of the 

tumor.   

9.3.2 Magnetic/RE luminescent Core/Shell Design 

 The objective of this section was to use the previously prepared ferrofluid and 

coat the nanoparticles with a luminescent rare earth (RE) material for the design of a 

spectrally tunable (in terms of their electromagnetic signal) shell and a magnetic core. 

The ferrofluid precursor served as a seed for the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of 

the RE luminescent shell. The emphasis of this section is focused on developing a sensor 

material that can be suitably distributed and recollected in environmental applications, 

specifically for the detection of CBRNE threats. However, these nanoparticles can also be 

used as fluorescent markers for immunoassays/cell labeling as well as MRI contrast 

agents. Rare earth luminescent nanoparticles are currently being used as alternatives to 

semiconductors due to their long fluorescent lifetime, high quantum yields, low 

photobleaching, high chemical stability, and their resistance to degradation over time.
301-

305
 In addition to a luminescent shell, the addition of a magnetic core allows the 
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distributed particles to be easily recollected using a permanent magnet. There have been 

several magnetic/semiconductor core/shell nanoparticles reported in literature, however, 

semiconductors suffer from photobleaching.
31,306-308

 Currently there have been only a few 

reports on the preparation of magnetic core and RE luminescent shell nanoparticles.
309-311

 

This section reports on spectrally tunable magnetic/luminescent core/shell nanoparticles 

by coating a ferrofluid precursor with various RE dopants in the YVO4 lattice. 

 The prepared ferrofluid was placed into a Parr bomb and 8.9 mmol Y(NO3)3, 0.47 

mmol Eu(NO3)3, and 7.5 mmol of Na3VO4 were dissolved with 30 ml of distilled water. 

While stirring a white precipitate formed. The bomb was then sealed and placed in a 

conventional microwave oven for one min. The precipitate was suspended in 40 ml of 

distilled water, and 9.38 mmol of 1-hydroxyethane-1,1-diphosphonic acid was added. 

The resulting solution was made basic by adding sodium hydroxide and the solution was 

left to stir overnight. The brown precipitate was magnetically separated, washed several 

times with DI water and vacuum dried. The as-prepared core/shell nanoparticles were 

characterized using TEM, XRD, and XRF. The magnetic properties were characterized 

using a SQUID magnetometer.  
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Figure 9.7. (a) Proposed structure of magnetic core luminescent shell particles, (b) XRD 

pattern of the as synthesized particles, and (c) TEM micrograph. The scale bar is 50 nm. 

 

 The primary advantage of starting with a ferrofluid is that the magnetic 

nanoparticles are well isolated from each other and provide a good nucleation source for 

subsequent shell formation as indicated in Figure 9.7 (a). Yttrium vanadate (YVO4) was 

chosen as the luminescent shell surrounding the magnetic core. High luminescent 

quantum yield phosphors, in a variety of colors, can be prepared by co-doping the YVO4 

lattice with RE ions.
312

 In particular, Eu doped YVO4 is an important commercial 

phosphor possessing a quantum yield of about 70%. It is commercially used in color 

televisions and high-pressure mercury lamps. The XRD pattern of the resulting 5% Eu 

doped YVO4 shell particles synthesized in the presence of ferrofluid is provided in Figure 

9.7 (b). The diffraction pattern indicates that the YVO4 adopts a tetragonal zircon 

structure known for bulk YVO4. The miller indices indicated in the Figure are from the 

ICDD database (#:01-072-0274). It is significant to note that no indication of Fe or any 

FeOx is evident in the diffraction pattern. This suggests that there is a thick coating of 

YVO4 around the ferrofluid nanoparticles. In addition, the absence of peaks associated 
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with Eu suggests that it is well dispersed in the YVO4 lattice. A mean crystallite size of 

23 nm was determined from the broadening of the diffraction peaks and using the 

Scherrer equation.  This is in good agreement with the TEM micrograph in Figure 9.7 (c). 

While the XRF results confirm that the Eu doping was 5.1%, the percentage of Fe was 

lower than expected at 10.5%. Since XRF is considered a surface technique, this low 

value indicates that the magnetic core is well encased in a thick shell of YVO4. 

 

Figure 9.8. (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility χ, (b) M vs H 

variations measured at 5 and 300 K for magnetic 5% Eu:YVO4, and (c) photograph 

indicative of the magnetic and luminescent properties of the as-prepared nanoparticles.  

 

A FC/ZFC plot was used to determine the magnetic properties of the as-prepared 

magnetic/luminescent nanoparticles (Figure 9.8 (a)). It is evident from the graph that the 

sample displays an overall superparamagnetic character. The broad width of the blocking 
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temperature for the ZFC plot suggests that there is a large particle size distribution. In 

addition, the FC/ZFC plot suggests that there are interacting particles, due to the 

convergence of the FC and ZFC plot above the blocking temperature, which suggests that 

there are multiple magnetic particles within the core. This probably occurs during the 

precipitation of the Eu:YVO4 and results in a cluster of Fe/FeOx nanoparticles situated in 

the core. The magnetization saturation of the magnetic/luminescent nanoparticles is about 

41 emu/g, which is significantly lower than that of just the ferrofluid. This lower value is 

attributed to the addition of the diamagnetic contribution associated with the YVO4 shell 

and is not unexpected since the saturation magnetization is mass dependent. While the 

thick shell may have decreased the overall saturation magnetization of the resulting 

particles, it is still significant enough to respond to an external magnetic field, as shown 

in Figure 9.8 (c).  
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Figure 9.9. Emission spectra of (a) conventional and magnetic core luminescent 

nanoparticles prepared hydrothermally, (b) the effect of varying amounts of ferrofluid, (c) 

the effects of varing the RE dopants, and (d) the unique signatures can be created by 

combining various dopants. 

 

 The luminescent spectra of the magnetic 5% Eu doped YVO4 is shown in Figure 

9.9(a). It has been well documented that strong luminescence occurs from efficient 

energy transfer from the VO3
3-

 group to Eu
3+

, specifically attributed to the charge transfer 

from the oxygen ligands to the central vanadium atom. This transition is known to occur 

at about 300 nm;
312

 thus, we have chosen 290 nm as the excitation wavelength. It has also 

been shown that the quantum yield shows a maximum at 5% Eu doping and decreases as 

the Eu concentration increases. Figure 9.9(b) shows that the addition of ferrofluid is 

inversely proportional to the emission intensity. This can be explained by the addition of 

a strong magnetic dipole, which dominates over a forced electronic dipole when no 
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ferrofluid is present. We have also shown that the incorporation of other lanthanide ions 

in place of Eu leads to a variety of colors. It is significant to note that the doping 

concentration of the other lanthanide ions was kept at 5%. The primary emission peak of 

Sm occurs at 602 nm along with a secondary peak at 564nm. The magnetic 5% doped Sm 

YVO4 gives rise to an orange emission. Doping with Dy gives rise to a yellow emission 

with the primary and secondary emission peak occurring at 573 nm and 482 nm, 

respectively. A green emission is seen when Tb is doped into the YVO4  lattice and a 

primary emission peak occurs at 543 nm. Finally, Tm doping produces a blue emission 

with the peak at 349 nm. We have also shown that by codoping lanthanides into the 

YVO4 lattice it is possible to create a unique emission spectra corresponding to the 

various dopants (Figure 9.9(d)). 

To determine if the particles had the ability to be magnetically recollected after 

distribution, four different soil types were used with various moisture compositions. 

These soils were characterized as being sand, loamy sand, clay mixture, and loam. Six 

moistures were evaluated for each soil, including a dry variable. On the soil surface, 50 

mg of particles were distributed as evenly as possible and allowed to interact for 2 hrs in 

a sealed container. After this time, the lid was removed and the samples were allowed to 

air dry for 24 hrs. Magnetic recollection was accomplished by holding a one-Tesla 

permanent magnet greater than 3 mm above the soil surface. Magnetic recollection was 

nearly 100% on all dry soil samples; however, on moist soil sample recollection, the 

density and moisture of the soil determined the recollection ability. Since the particles 
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adhere to the moist soil below, recollection was more successful on lower density soil 

(loam and clay mixture). 

9.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, an aqueous ferrofluid containing monodisperse Fe/FeOx 

nanoparticles were produced using a modified one-pot polyol process. Controlling the 

reduction of the iron cations, along with the in-situ stabilization, results in particles with 

an enhanced magnetic moment due to the incorporation of metallic iron and iron oxide. 

The aqueous ferrofluid shows promise as an MRI contrast agent with enhanced T2 

relaxivity. We have also shown that the ferrofluid can be used as a starting material for 

the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of a luminescent shell to create magnetic core 

nanoparticles with a spectrally tunable shell for the detection of environmental threats.  

These materials also have many promising aspects in biological applications and if linked 

with a biomolecule, could serve as promising magnetic carriers/labels for efficient bio-

separation, drug delivery, and diagnostic applications.  
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Chapter 10: Design of Cobalt Carbide Nanoparticles 
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10.1 Introduction 

 Permanent magnets are used for numerous applications including their use in 

electronics, automobiles, communication, and information technologies. High 

performance permanent magnets can be classified into three categories: 1) rare-earth-3d 

transition metal intermetallics (NdFeB, SmCo), 2) AlNiCo, and 3) ceramic magnets 

(hexaferrites). To rate the efficiency of a permanent magnet, researchers typically present 

the magnetic energy density or the maximum energy product (BHmax). In the above 

mentioned applications, when the BHmax increases, so does the efficiency of the device. 

For example, in MRI devices, the high BHmax of a permanent magnet material is much 

more efficient than alternatives such as energy consuming electromagnets. To date, many 

of the permanent magnets contain rare earth elements and provide the highest BHmax. 

However, these materials are expensive to manufacture and are prone to corrosion. Cost 

is also increased by supply chain limitations, as the majority of the rare earth elements are 

mined in foreign countries such as China. As a cost effective and relatively available 

alternative, AlNiCo and ceramic magnets have been designed; however, these have a 

much lower BHmax. Despite their substantially lower energy product, these materials have 

grown as viable global permanent magnet materials. Since the 1980s, very few advances 

have been made for creating magnets that are more efficient. In addition, the need for the 

design of 3d-transition metal permanent magnets without the dependences on rare earth 

elements has increased due to current unwanted reliance on foreign resources. This 

chapter discusses a ferromagnetic material based upon nanoscale cobalt carbide particles 

that provides a rare earth free alternative to high performance permanent magnets.  
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As explained in the previous chapters, the polyol process has been extensively 

used to prepare an assortment of nanoparticles for a wide range of applications. Here we 

were able to extend the process to the design of permanent magnets. These particles show 

promise in the field of magnets with a room temperature coercivity of 3.4 kOe and a 

room temperature saturation magnetization of up to 73 emu/g. Figure 10.1 shows how 

these particles compare to the conventionally used permanent magnets. 

 

Figure 10.1. Energy products versus coercivity of cobalt carbide nanoparticle powders 

compared with powders of AlNiCo and ceramic ferrites systems. 

10.2 Synthesis Techniques 

 The chemical synthesis methods employed here to produce size-, shape-, 

composition- and phase-controlled, highly-coercive cobalt carbide nanoparticles are 
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based upon reduction of metallic salts in a liquid polyol medium that acts as both a 

solvent and a reducing agent. The reduction reaction kinetics of the process are enhanced 

by controlling the type, temperature, and concentration of the polyol medium and by 

adding appropriate surfactants that limit the oxidation of ions when reduced and regulate 

the growth of particles as the reaction progresses. In this study, several parameters were 

altered, such as the amount of NaOH, PVP, glycol, and temperature range. The typical 

chemical synthesis includes adding 0.1 M - 0.2 M concentration of Co (II) acetate to 

tetraethylene glycol. Poly-vinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW~40,000) was introduced as a 

capping agent along with NaOH and Sm (III) acetate as catalysts. The solution was 

allowed to de-gas in N2 gas (or in some instances Ar gas) for 10-15 minutes prior to the 

start of the reaction. The solution was then heated to the boiling point of tetraethylene 

glycol (~573K) for 1-2 hrs using a distillation apparatus with magnetic stirring. After the 

completion of the reaction, the solution was cooled to room temperature, magnetically 

separated several times using an external rare earth magnet, and rinsed repeatedly in 

methanol to remove un-reacted catalyst. The black precipitate was dried under vacuum at 

room temperature prior to characterization.  

 The resulting dried powders were characterized by XRD, TEM, and VSM for the 

determination of phase, morphology, and temperature dependent magnetic properties. 

XRD measurements were performed on a Rigaku-Ultima-III Bragg-Brentano 

diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation. Thermomagnetometry was performed using a 

Lakeshore Cryotonics Inc. Model 7400 VSM for temperature ranging from room 

temperature to 1000K. A Quantum Design physical property measurement system 
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(PPMS) was employed to extend the temperature studies to 10K. The powder 

morphologies were characterized using a JEOL 2200-FX high-resolution transmission 

electron microscope with a 200 kV accelerating voltage. Samples for TEM were prepared 

by dispersing a drop of nanoparticle-loaded liquid suspension onto a carbon film 

supported by copper mesh followed by evaporation of the liquid. Fast Fourier transforms 

(FFTs) were obtained from experimental high resolution TEM images using the 

Digitalmicrograph software. EDXS was utilized to determine the composition of the 

individual powder particles. 

10.3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 10.2. A representative XRD scan obtained from powders processed using the 

polyol reduction reaction. Vertical lines corresponding to the position and amplitude of 

diffraction peaks from JCPDS reference powder diffraction files Co
2
C (65-1457) and 

Co
3
C (26-0450) are also presented.  
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Figure 10.2 shows a representative XRD scan. The data was collected at room 

temperature and is depicted with an overlay of data from the JCPDS reference powder 

diffraction files of Co2C (65-1457) and Co3C (26-0450). The reference powder files are 

represented in the graph by vertical lines. From the data, you can see that all the main 

peaks can be indexed either to Co2C or Co3C suggesting that they are the dominant 

phases present in the material. 

 

Figures 10.3. (A-C). High-resolution transmission electron microscopy images of a 

representative cobalt carbide sample. The insert to (A) shows an agglomerated particle 

cluster about 300-500 nm in diameter. Panels (A) and (B) are TEM images of rod-like 

Co-carbide crystals surrounded by a thin 1 to 4 nm graphite-like layer (denoted by 

arrows). (C) is an HRTEM image of a rod-like Co-carbide nanoparticle with an aspect 

ratio near 5:1.  
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Figures 10.3 (A-C) depict high-resolution TEM data images. An observation of 

the TEM shows that the particles are highly agglomerated clusters of about 300-500 nm 

in diameter.  They consist of nanocrystalline Co-carbide particles with a rod-like 

morphology having an aspect ratio of approximately 2:1.  It is hypothesized that the 

ferromagnetic behavior of the nanoparticles was the driving force for agglomeration.  

Figures 10.2 (A) and (B) are TEM images of the rod-like Co-carbide nanoparticles. The 

nanoparticles are surrounded by a thin, 1-4 nm graphitic layer, denoted by the arrows. 

This graphitic layer has been previously reported as an onion-like structure in other 

carbide nanoparticles.
313

 We suspect that this carbon layer is formed during the synthesis 

and could occur from the reduction of precursors and surfactants, which may also act as a 

barrier that impedes further crystal growth. This result is the formation of acicular rod-

like morphologies. To determine the crystal structure and preferred growth direction, 

FFTs were obtained from HRTEM images of individual nanoparticles. Figure 10.4 (A) is 

a HRTEM image of a representative Co-carbide nanoparticle consisting of mainly Co3C 

with orientation close to the [010] zone axis. The FFT seen in figure 10.4 (B) was 

obtained from part of the nanoparticle and indexed to the Co3C phase (space group: Pnma 

a = 5.03 Å, b = 6.73 Å, and c = 4.48 Å). A simulated diffraction pattern of Co3C along 

the same zone axis is provided for comparison (Figure 10.4 (C)). 
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Figure 10.4. (A-C) HRTEM image of Co3C nanoparticles with orientation close to the 

[010] zone axis. The FFT was indexed to the Co3C phase. A simulated diffraction pattern 

of Co3C along the same zone axis is provided for comparison. 

 

For comparison, another area on the TEM grid was analyzed. This area had a 

majority phase of Co2C. Figure 10.5 shows a HRTEM image of Co2C nanoparticles 

(space group: Pnnm with a = 4.45 Å, b = 4.37 Å, and c = 2.90 Å) close to the [001] zone 

axis. The FFT from a portion of the crystal shows a near square pattern indicative of an 

axis in which the a and b lattice parameters are almost equal. The presented HRTEM 

analyses confirm the presence of both Co2C and Co3C phases in the nanoparticle clusters 
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along with a graphitic shell layer. The nanoparticle morphology seems to rod-like in 

nature. 

 

Figure 10.5. (A-C) HRTEM images of a Co2C rich area of a nanoparticle. The FFT and a 

simulated FFT Co2C images are shown for comparison. 

 

Figure 10.6. Room temperature hysteresis loop of representative sample having Ms of 73 

emu/g and an Hc of 3.1 kOe. The (BH)
max

 is 20.7 kJ/m
3
.  
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 Figure 10.6 is a room temperature hysteresis loop curve of a representative cobalt 

carbide nanoparticle. For this sample, the room temperature magnetization is about 74 

emu/g with a coercivity of about 3.1 kOe. The room temperature BHmax for this sample 

was calculated to be 20.7 kJ/m
3
. In it noteworthy to discuss that the magnetization values 

of all the samples were corrected for the presence of the nonmagnetic graphitic layer seen 

on the nanoparticles. The correction was accomplished by calculating the surface volume 

fraction based on the thickness of the carbon layer seen in the HRTEM images. Figure 

10.7 shows various values and volume ratios obtained by different samples. From this it 

can be seen that there are several variations in the volume ratio of the two types of 

carbide formed. There seems to be a trade off between the saturation magnetization and 

coercivity of the materials. However, we have been able to control the magnetic 

properties by carefully selecting the processing parameters during the synthesis of the 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure 10.7. A plot of magnetic properties versus the phase volume ratio illustrating the 

interrelationship between saturation magnetization and coercivity to the volume fraction 

of Co
2
C to Co

3
C measured by X-ray diffraction. The plotted lines are intended as a guide 

to the eye. Error bars reflect the uncertainty in measured values.  

10.4 Conclusions 

 In summary, this chapter has highlighted the synthesis and characterization of 

cobalt carbide nanoparticles synthesized by a modified polyol process. The resulting 

nanoparticles have a rod-like morphology and are seen as clusters of Co3C and Co2C with 

room temperature coercivities reaching 3.4 kOe. These nanoparticles present an 

alternative route to producing rare earth element free high performance permanent 

magnets with a BHmax greater 20 kJ/m
3
.  
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Chapter 11: Summary 
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 The goal of this dissertation is to improve the understanding of the physical and 

chemical properties in the nanoscale regime. As discussed in this dissertation, this goal is 

accomplished by specifically focusing on the investigation of the synthesis and 

characterization of metallic and bimetallic core/shell nanoparticles. A summary of some 

of the main conclusions in this dissertation work is presented below. 

1) Effective synthetic methods and strategies for the design of functional metal 

and core/shell nanoparticles have been developed. Several new routes allowed us to 

synthesize Fe/Ag, Fe/SiO2/Au, Cu/Ni, Fe/FeOx. Fe/FeOx/Eu:YVO4, and Co/C core/shell 

nanoparticles with monodispersed sizes, controlled shapes, and tunable surfaces, which 

are some of the parameters that determine the unique nanoscale properties. For example, 

in one of our studies we investigated a route for the synthesis of various core/shell 

morphologies of Fe and Ag by manipulating the reaction parameters. We have found that 

by varying the addition time of AgNO3, we could form Ag/Fe and Fe/Ag core/shell 

nanoparticles. Core/shell morphology was achieved by the reduction of the core first, 

which acted as a seed for the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of the shell. 

2) We have carried out both experimental measurements and computational 

modeling to gain insight into the mechanism of the polyol method. For example, our 

experimental work on the formation of copper and nickel metal using a variety of polyols 

allowed for an elucidation that in ethylene glycol, nickel chloride will only form a nickel 

hydroxyl salt under refluxing conditions. This is most likely due to the enhanced stability 

of the Ni(EG)3 hydrated intermediate complex. When the reaction is switched to 

distillation, where water is evaporated out of the system, the formation of elemental 
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nickel is possible. In contrast, the Cu(EG)2 hydrated intermediate complex was less 

stable, and the formation of elemental copper could be achieved under both refluxing and 

distillation conditions. This led us to create a novel one-pot synthesis of Cu/Ni core/shell 

nanoparticles by first refluxing the solution to produce Cu nanoparticles. The Cu 

nanoparticles were seeds for the growth of Ni shells once the system was set to distill off 

the water. The intermediate metal-glycolate has been proposed several times by others, 

but our work provides the first crystal structure of the trapped Cu-glycolate intermediate. 

This work allowed us to more reliably use computational modeling to determine the 

metal-glycolate stability for both Cu and Ni complexes. We have found, according to the 

modeled incremental binding energies, that the Cu(EG)2 complex is the most stable 

glycolated species for Cu. In contrast, the Ni(EG)3 complex is the most stable form for 

glycolated Ni. By understanding the stability of these intermediate complexes, we were 

able to form a reaction pathway for the reduction of elemental Cu and Ni.  

3) We have also been able to manipulate a one-pot polyol reaction for the design 

of Fe/FeOx nanoparticles. This process enabled the liquid polyol to act not only as a 

solvent, but also as a mild reducing agent and a surfactant for the stabilization of the 

nanoparticles in aqueous media; this created a novel high magnetization aqueous 

ferrofluid. The ferrofluid was then investigated in vitro by magnetic relaxivity 

measurements and in vivo for its application in MRI. Also, by using the ferrofluid as a 

precursor media we were able to prepare magnetic/luminescent core/shell nanoparticles, 

where the shell was a RE luminescent Eu:YVO4.  
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4) Lastly, we were able to extend the polyol process to design a novel permanent 

magnet material with the absence of RE elements. The design of permanent magnets, 

which do not rely on RE elements, is extremely important if we are to produce efficient 

renewable energy materials and storage devices. Applications such as hybrid electric 

vehicles and Maglev trains of the future will depend on our success in producing cost 

efficient permanent magnets. Our work on the design and characterization of Co/C 

nanoparticles provides a RE-free alternative to high performance permanent magnets. 

These particles show promise in the field of magnets with a room temperature coercivity 

of 3.4 kOe and a room temperature saturation magnetization of up to 73 em/g. A further 

understanding of the reaction processes and synthetic parameters governing the growth of 

these particles may enable us to produce more efficient high performance magnets in the 

future.    

Overall, these results have provided new insight into the fundamental factors 

governing the physical and chemical properties of the synthesis of metal and core/shell 

nanoparticles. While this work has added much to the understanding of bimetallic 

core/shell nanoparticles, part of our ongoing work includes a study of the chemical 

sensing, magnetic, and catalytic properties of these particles. Future work in this field 

will be useful for the design of advanced functional nanomaterials. 
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